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A monster's life is tough, see Friday Magazine
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Friday, October 30,1987

Nomination
may ignite
Bork Wars II

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, making good
on his promise to pick another
hardline conservative, nominated federal appeals court
Judge Douglas Ginsburg to the
Supreme Court yesterday, raising the prospect of a second confirmation battle in the Senate.
Reagan praised Ginsburg as
an advocate of judicial restraint
and a believer in law and order.
He said Ginsburg "will take a
tough, clear-eyed view" of the
Constitution while remaining
sensitive to the safety of our citizens and to the problems facing
law enforcement professionals."

Leaders
to meet
in U.S.
MOSCOW (AP) — The superpowers agreed on a summit
agenda and cleared the way for
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev to meet President Reagan
in the United States later this
year, a Soviet spokesman said
yesterday.

Ginsburg sits on the same
bench as Judge Robert Bork,
whose nomination to the nation's
highest court was rejected by
the Senate Friday. Ginsburg and
Bork are generally viewed as
being ideologically similar.
If confirmed, Ginsburg would
be one of the youngest justices
ever to sit on the court. He is 41.
Ginsburg, a former Harvard
Law School professor and head
of the Justice Department antitrust division, would be the first
Jew to sit on the high court since
the resignation of Abe Fortas in
1969
O See Judge, page 4.

No date was announced, but
one official said privately that
the Soviets are proposing the
two leaders meet the first week
in December.
U.S. officials, also speaking on
condition of anonymity, said the
third meeting between Reagan
and Gorbachev could be arranged for late November or
early December.

Market crash
may affect BG

Foreign Ministry spokesman
Boris Pyadyshev told reporters
the leaders would sign a treaty
to scrap intermediate-range nuclear missiles and discuss cuts
in long-range strategic arsenals.

by Greg Connel
city reporter
The first thought that crossed some peoples' minds when the stock
market crashed last Monday was that the Great Depression of 1929
was about to be repeated. And although most economists are not
prophesizing economic doom, area residents may still feel indirect
effects of the crash.
Leo Navin, economics professor, said that although stock prices
plummeted, most of the change was made on paper. For example, a
stockholder who purchased stock for $100 per snare, saw it rise to
$150, and drop to $110, did not really lose any cash.
"The trouble with paper losses is they can get converted to real
losses. The exchange value on assets has gone down at the moment
and this could modify peoples' behavior, he said. "They have not
experienced a cash outflow, but they have had a change in their
wealth."
Consumers may delay home, automobile or major appliance purchases since their stocks have dropped In value. This decrease in
demand for goods could then cause a halt to business expansion and
□ See Economy, page 4.

He said they also would discuss limits on developing the
proposed U.S. space-based missile defense program known as
"Star Wars." The Soviet-U.S.
dispute over the system prevented agreement on a summit date
during Secretary of State
George Shultz's visit to Moscow
last week.

Dancing mouse
Lisa Bravo, freshman art therapy major, practices some steps during her advanced ballet class in Eppler
North yesterday afternoon. The dancers were preparing for the performance portion of their final exam
which will be given at the conclusion of the 10-week class.

"Presently, we have an understanding that together with
the agreement on mediumrange and shorter-range missiles, questions relative to strategic offensive weapons and the
ABM (anti-ballistic missile I
treaty will be thoroughly discussed at a summit meeting," Pyadyshev said.

Budget increases sought Concerns over
School additions planned
parking voiced
Program funds needed
by Kelly Rose
city reporter

Voters will be deciding the
fate of three proposed construction projects in the Bowling
Green City School system when
they go to the polls Nov. 3.
The Bowling Green City
School Board has put a 2.2 mill
bond levy on the ballot to raise
$5.9 million dollars for additions
to Conneaut and Kenwood elementary schools and the senior
high school.
If passed, the funds will be
used to add four classrooms,
restroom facilities and storage
areas to Conneaut, said Gary
Evans, News and Community
Relations coordinator for the
city schools.
Kenwood Elementary would
have eight classrooms added
plus restroom facilities, storage
area, enlarged library space
and additional eating area.
The completion date for both
projects has been set for late
August 1988.
Evans said the elementary
enrollment in the school system
has increased by approximately
200 students since October 1985.
With classrooms already ex-

ceeding mandated state standards, Evans is expecting the
class sizes to continue to grow.
Construction at the senior high
school would include 10 classrooms, two laboratories, a band
room, enlarged library, an auxiliary gym, storage areas and
office space.
Evans said the completion of
the project would allow the
school board to establish a 9th
through 12th grade high school
program at the senior high.
Currently, ninth grade students are taking advanced,
remedial and specialized classes at the high school and need to
be bussed back and forth between the high school and the
junior high each day. The proposed addition is scheduled for
completion August 1989.
The bond issue will increase
taxes approximately 68 cents
per $1,000 of market value for
residences. For example, a residence with a market value of
$30,000 will have a yearly tax increase of $40.43 with the approval of the bond levy and a
$100,000 residence will experience a $67.38 yearly tax increase.
None of the funds would be
used for staff salaries.

Friday
DFuturist discusses technology in the
United States, see story page 3.
□ "Meet the Candidates" forum canceled for lack of communication, see
story page 3.
Administrator opens her home to
visiting professors, see story page 4.
□ Falcons take on Miami University
tomorrow, see story page 5.

by Kelly Rose
city reporter
The Department of Human
Services is asking voters to approve a 1.3 mill levy on the ballot
next week to increase and enhance social services to children
and older adults.
Gabriele Malon, adult services supervisor, said the county
budget used to include $500,000
for human services, but the department is not counting on the
funds in the future due to a decrease in federal revenue sharing funds to the county.
She added the county has experienced an increase in children needing foster care and
$500,000 will not cover future expenses.
Children's services provided
to residents 18 years or under
include help for battered, sexually abused and unsupervised
children and children without
adequate food, clothing and
shelter.
Adult programs are designed
to maintain Wood County residents 60 years old or over in
their home by providing transportation, respite care, protec-

tive services and home health
aide.
Malon said it is less expensive
to keep the elderly in their
homes and provide care for
them than to pay for nursing
home services.
"It's not cheap to protect them
(elderly and children) but the
money is well spent," she added.
If the levy passes, Wood
County residents who own a
home valued at $30,000 will experience a new tax of $11.94 per
iear. A residence valued at
100,000 will cost a taxpayer an
additional $39.82 per year.
"We're very concerned about
continuing to serve that vulnerable part of the county that can't
look out for themselves," Malon
said.
She said children who are
Croperly cared for will grow up
i be good citizens ana not a
burden on society.
The funds from the proposed
levy will not be used for any increases in welfare or food stamp
benefits or pay raises for current employees but, Malon said,
three social workers, two aides
and an assistant supervisor will
be hired if the levy passes.

by Cathy Hoehn
staff reporter

Students who have problems with parking should contact Parking
Services rather than remain frustrated, said the manager of parking
and traffic at the Coffee Hour held at the Off-Campus Student Center
yesterday.
Jean Yarnell held the discussion in the Center to talk to students
who had concerns about parking.
"If students have any problems or frustrations, they should call us
and find out if anything else is available," she said. "If we can't
help, then we can at least give suggestions on what to do."
Some of the main concerns students voice include lack of commuter parking spaces and inner campus spaces, she said.
She suggested that commuter students who know they are late for
class should go immediately to one of the outlying lots where they
know spaces are available, rather than search for spaces closer by.
"There are always spaces available — students won't always
agree with me on that," she said. "If everyone parks in their designated spaces, there would be enough parking spaces available."
She also suggested students park in metered spaces, or if necessary, in faculty parking areas, where ticket fines are $5.
"I don't mean to encourage them to park in the wrong areas, but if
they have no other choice, the fine for parking in a faculty staff area
is cheaper than say, $15 for parking in the grass," she said.
Yarnell advises students to read the maps, available at the Parking and Traffic Office, to find out what conditions will elicit special
parking permits. For example, she said on-campus students who
work off campus and need their vehicle often, can obtain a special
permit allowing them to park closer to their residence halls. Such a
student would need a statement written on company stationery designating days and times of employment and have it signed by the
employer.
_ _ ,,
See Parking, page 4.

News in Brief
Zodiac killer is back,
threatens trick or treaters
VALLEJO, Calif. (AP) — For the first time in
more than 13 years, a newspaper has received a
letter signed by someone claiming to be the longsought Zodiac killer, and the message threatens
children on Halloween.
The letter was delivered Wednesday to the Vallejo Times-Herald, which in 1968 was the first news
organization to receive any communication from
the killer blamed for at least five deaths in Northem California.
"Tell the blue pigs if want me I will be out driv-

ing arround on Holloween in my death machine
looking for some kiddies to run over," said the
rambling, misspelled note.
The Zodiac began sending letters to the TimesHerald alter shooting two people in Valleio on Dec.
20,1968. After sending several more to the paper,
he began sending them to the San Francisco
Chronicle.
Most of them were in codes. Police concluded
that the same man wrote all the letters and also
that the writer was the killer because the notes
contained details only he could have known.
Police say at least five people are believed to
have been murdered by the Zodiac, although the
killer claimed at least 37 victims since 1966 in his

letters.
The Zodiac would write notes, often threatening I
to kill, in a cryptogram composed of bizarre series
of letters and symbols.
The killer, who has never been identified, signed
the letters with a circle divided by a cross. Subsequent letters began, "This is the Zodiac speaking."
His last authenticated letter to the Chronicle arrived Jan. 30,1974.
It concluded, "Tell Tochi my new plans," a ref-1
erence to David Toschi, the prime investigator in
the killings, who was demoted after he was accused of faking a letter from the killer to the |
Chronicle in 1978.

Editorial
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System started
With pre-reeistration just out of the way and
many students about to receive partial schedules, it's a good thing the University officials are
implementing on-line registration, eliminating the
confusing and time-consuming process currently
used to register students for classes.
The two biggest problems an on-line registration
system will solve are the long lines at drop/add sessions and students not knowing the availability of
classes, therefore eliminating the need for partial
schedules.
The current batch registration system does not
give immediate feedback to course requests.
Last year, a committee of faculty, staff and students was created to examine the feasibility of
starting an on-line registration system at the University, with the goal of the committee to have the
new system in place by Fall 1988 to register students for Spring 1989 classes.
This will almost become a reality as officials now
predict the system usable for pre-registration in
fall of 1989.
The committee developed three proposals for
consideration by the University. In each plan, students would register for their classes using either a
touch-tone telephone or computer terminals located around campus.
The efficiency of the on-line system will also
eliminate closed course cards. Instead of the timeconsuming process of going back and forth from the
class to the department and finally to drop/add, the
student would be able to sign up for the class directly at the department.
The Board of Trustees last summer approved the
funds of more than $100,000 needed to implement
the program and will have a company ready to begin installation by February. The University
already has the digital switches, the devices needed
for telephone registration. These were installed
with the current AT&T phone system in August,
1985.

Parking problem
lasting pet peeve
old guy's farm about a mile off
campus; then they cover it with
gravel and send a bulldozer out
to fill it with divits and chuck
I recently received another holes to mess up the shocks and
parking ticket for $5.
frames of student's cars, which
This ticket, like most of the are already substandard.
Then they do the worst thing of
many I've received, was not really fair. I went to the Student all. They hire and train this miliHealth Center because I had the tant and vicious counterpart to
flu. All of the lots that a sick stu- the Soviet's KGB - the
dent could legally park in were K"BG"to ticket people for being
filled (probably with the cars of stupid enough to park out there
healthy faculty members).
in the first place.
I parked in the lot across the
I remember my first encounstreet at the Student Services ter with one of these people last
Building. When I came out, year. I parked in front of West
there it was a $5'ticket on my Hall without putting any money
car. I'm ambivalent about tick- in the meter. I just had to hand
ets anymore. I've received so in a late paper so I didn't bother.
many that it doesn't surprise me
When I came out, I spotted one
when I get another one. 1 just got of those little blue and white
into my car and drove home. I three- wheelers that ticketers
Eut on the wipers and squirted a are given to drive around in. I
ttle wiper fluid until I lost the began to sprint to my car.
ticket on Ridge Street.
The officer, an older female,
The fact is that I never cared sprinted faster. As she ran, I
about getting a ticket. When I saw her reach for something
first brought my car to campus which at first I thought was a
two years ago, I got plenty of revolver.
them. But that didn't bother me
I hid in my car, which was sithen because if I didn't pay lly because it won't keep out the
them, the University would rain let alone a spray of bullets.
withhold my grades which I
Well it turned out that she only
didn't want anyway.
reached for her ticket pad. I
But now, I am a senior, and I guess I got a little paranoid.
am looking toward to graduatI explained my situation to her
ing so I have to pay them.
and expected her to be merciful,
I don't know now the Universi- but she gave me a ticket anyty can deny there is a real prob- way. I pleaded a little longer,
lem with student parking. Their but she muttered something
argument is that the stadium lot about the infallibility of the
by is never filled so there must Party and marched of (.
not be a parking problem. I'd
Anyway, my point is that I berather park in Paul Olscamp's lieve it is time that a committee
was constructed to begin the
lot; it's closer to my classes.
From what I can guess, this is process of attitude adjustment
the University's attitude about on the part of the University in
parking. Whenever we com- regard to the alleged parking
muters complain too severely dilemma.
about parking, the University
Baker is a senior journalism
has the state annex some poor major from A von Lake ■

By Tim Baker
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Oh, a commentator's life
Chancellor's nightly news position object of envy

I've finally decided what I
want to be when I grow up. I
want to be a professional commentator, like John Chancellor.
Be sure, by the way, that you
pronounce that name to rhyme
with "dance some more" and
not "cancel her."
I don't have any old videotapes of "NBC Nightly News" as
evidence, but I'm almost positive John used to pronounce it
the second way. Nowadays,
though, he's introduced as
Chancellor by Tom Brokaw,
which rhymes with "no paw" although I'm certain it used to
rhyme with "slow cow." I'm beginning to suspect a conspiracy
over at NBC.
I've noticed other pronunciation changes in the past few
years that are equally baffling.
Remember all the fuss a couple of years ago over Halley's
Comet? Remember how every
scientist who ever received a
research grant to point some

expensive contraption at the
heavens said the appearance of
this thing was going to be the
most spectacular sight since the
origin of Sports IUustrated's
swimsuit issue? Remember how
all these scientists pronounced it
to rhyme with "Sally's" when
we all know it rhymes with
"Bailey's"?
As you can tell, I have a strong
opinion about this pronunciation
matter. In fact, I have strong
opinions about almost everything. And that's why I want
John Chancellor's job.
If you don't watch the news on
NBC, you don't know how soft
John has it. Every week night,
toward the end of the show, Tom
Brokaw mentions that John has
an opinion on something, the
president's colon problems, for
example. Then we see John, big
as life, and he talks directly into
the camera letting us know he's
darned tired of all the coverage
of the president's colon and he
can't wait for it to stop.
Finally, he ends with his own
little tagline — "which is commentary for this evening, Tom."
And Tom, smiling broadly, says
"Thanks, John." Then we see a
medium shot of Tom and John
chatting amiably and, as we
hear that catchy NBC music
that sounds suspiciously like the
theme from "E.T.," we cut to a
commercial. After that I presume John gets to go home.
Total elapsed time? About a
minute.

Brokaw (smiling): It's been
another tough week on Wall
Street, which is the subject of
Craig Hergert's commentary
this evening. Craig?
Hergert: Thanks, Mr. Brocow.
Brokaw (still smiling): Uh,
that's Brokaw. It rhymes with
"no paw."
Hergert (smiling): Yeah,
right. Well, anyway, it's been
another tough week on Wall
Street, and I, for one, am getting
darn sick of all the media coverage. Every night on the news,

ner. That large red and white
banner hanging in the oval was
as good a target as any for
someone, just as the shanty
against apartheid was last year.
That banner probably would
have been ripped down regardless of what was written on it. It
could have been your banner or
that of a sorority, but it would
have been destroyed. The Union
Oval is a dangerous place for
unguarded objects on weekend
nights. Numerous other banners
and statues can attest to that
fact. As for your feeling "extremely violated" at the destruction of the sign, aren't you
being a little oversensitive.
Sure, something that you perhaps helped to make was destroyed, but shouldn't that bring
on regret rather than violation
as an emotion? I understand
that a symbol of something you
stand for was ruined, but why
overemotionalize the issue with
comments such as yours?

Audra Wilson, as a journalism
major, you especially should be
aware of the possible effects of
ioaded comments like yours in a
newspaper. Whoever destroyed
your banner did rape it, but only
in a "rare literal sense," according to Webster's dictionary.
More appropriately, the banner
was vandalized. I also doubt that
the women for whom you hung
ribbons on that banner will be
seriously damaged in their abilSto talk about their rapes,
ey already showed their willingness to seek help by calling
you. If they did not want help,
wouldn't they be another black
ribbon of an unreported rape?
Your remark about thanking
whoever vandalized the banner
was incredibly immature and
irrelevant. You are using a totally unrelated issue "to prove
your point." That is like saving
that the people who burned the
shanties last year hate all
blacks. That is stupid.

I want that job.
/
The way I look at it, I'm fully
qualified. I'm willing to work a
minute a night. I can look
straight into a TV camera. I can
even, if paid enough, smile at
Tom Brokaw.
The opinions are the easy
part. Here's a commentary,
complete with Tom Brokaw's in-

I have strong opinions about almost
everything. And that's why I want John
Chancellor's job.

troductions, that I'm planning to
send to NBC as proof that I'm
ready to be their commentator.
You be the judge.

LettersMale put on defensive
by anti-rape messages
With regards to the Oct. 28 article on the rape banner being
torn down:
First, I want it to be known
that I, as most men, find rape
repulsive, but it is a crime of violence not sex. It fits into the
same category as murder, robbery and mugging.
Although it isn't all women
who are the victims, the vast
majority of rapes have the
woman as the victim and the
man as the violator. This does
not make all men guilty of rape.
Men are equally outraged by
rape. Our hands are tied by rapists who violate the ones we
love, and leave us torn up, not
knowing what to say or do.
I'm not familiar with Women
for Women. All I know is that
anytime I've heard or seen any
of their messages, it has made
me feel defensive like this group
hates all men or something.
Maybe this is my problem, but
I'm not the only one — someone
else ripped down the banner.
I have my share of women
problems, but all in all, I love
and respect women. 1 want to do
my part to help stop the rape
problem we have. But to do this
men and women will have to
fight together to find the solutions.
Intentionally or unintentionally, Women for Women are
alienating a lot of men and
therefore are fighting a losing
battle. They will Keep on getting
their banners and messages torn
apart as long as their message is
misunderstood.
Women for Women, if you are
sincere in your efforts to stop
rape, rename your organization
Women and Men for Women. At
least try to send a message out
that is clearly against rape, but
not in a way to make all men feel
like it's our fault, or your hopes
for a safer dorm, campus,
community and country are lost.
Robert Russ
121 State St.

smarmy newscasters bring us
the latest tale of woe of a bunch
of greedy young punks.
Ithink it's high time we put all
this in perspective. So the Dow
drops a couple of hundred
r)ints. It'll probably go back up.
mean, it's pretty likely. And if
a few folks get wiped out in the
meantime, well, I'm sorry, but if

you can't stand the heat stay out
of the kitchen, mister.
So if Wall Street continues to
take a beating, I'd just as soon
not have to hear the whole sad
story from some news anchor
who doesn't have the time to dig
up some real stories. Which is
commentary for this evening,
Tim.
(Medium shot of Brokaw and
Hergert)
Brokaw (over the "E.T." music): That's "Tom."
Hergert, who used to pronounce his name to rhyme with
"sherbert" and now rhymes it
with ' 'toffuti, "is an instructor in
English from Slayton, Minn.,
and a columnist for The News.

Please do not misread my intentions of this letter. I realize
the seriousness of rape, and I
certainly do not condone vandalism of any type. It is tragic that
34 women reported rapes to you
in less than a week, which is the
time the banner was up. I am not
writing this letter as a statement
against rape prevention or
against Women for Women. This
is addressed solely to you personally for your comments as
quoted by 77ie News. Your
statements, unfortunately typical of members of your organization, are probably the lone
reason why Women for Women
is regarded, on this campus and
nationwide, as a radical organization whose members are just
a little too fanatical to be taken
seriously.

Steve Bettwy
212 SAE
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Comments alienate
Women for Women
This letter is addressed to the
members of Women for Women
regarding the article in the Oct.
28 issue of 77ie BG News. That
article detailed the vandalism of
the rape banner that was displayed in the Union Oval.
Your comments in the article
were some of the most ridiculous and melodramatic statements I've heard outside of soap
operas.
First of all, to Sandy McNabb,
who feels that the vandals were
Seople against Women for
'omen. The vandalism occurred on a Thursday, probably
at night. Yes, I rationalize this
by saying that whoever did it
was "just drunk," but it's true.
The vandals probably didn't
even read what was on the ban-

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
New Marketing Director
Ned "Crack'em Up"
Katston was going to tell
the story about the priest,
the rabbi and the girdle
salesman, but he has
apparently choked in the
clutch.
Ned soon will be moving
back to shipping where,
he should be happy to
learn, his audience will
be about two.

Local
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Speaker 'Expo'ses future
by Jeff Batdorf
reporter

He said he believes the United States is
behind other countries in the development of
new technology and blames the government.

Is the United States becoming a slave
state to Japan? Could the U.S. government's
position about its technology endanger the
country's existence? Can the space shuttle
and the telescope lead the United States into
the 21st century?
These are some of the questions futurist
Robert Malone spoke about yesterday in
Prout Chapel. Malone was a guest speaker
as part of the program Exposition 1987 — A
Blueprint for the Future.
Malone is executive editor of Automation
News and has written books about the future
of robots and computer technology. He has
been editor-in-chief of Industrial Design
Magazine and pictorial editor of OMNI.
He spoke on the history of robots and what
the world will be like in the next century.
"I think the technology of 1987 will look
very primitive in the next 10 years," Malone
said.

He said the government is not interested in
talking about the issue of technological advancement because the issue is not a power
base and will not bring in votes.
"I don't think the public has any idea what
has happened," he said.
If the United States does not deploy or become familiar with new technology being
used by other countries, Malone said the
strength of the country in a modernized
world is in question.
"Any culture which refuses the next (new
generation) of technology will not and has
not survived," he said.
Malone said another factor hurting the
country is that it will develop new technology and then sell it to other countries for
profit.
This could turn the United States into a
slave state for countries like Japan, he said.
As evidence, Malone cited the fact that most

Americans will work for any company that
offers them a good job, regardless of what
country the company represents.
Malone also snowed a filmstrip about the
history of robotics. He said every culture
tried to build robots such as puppets and
masks with movable parts and the idea of
robots is not a new one. Today, there are
over 200,000 robots in use in the world.
He predicted the earth of the 21st century
will become more automated. He said the
space shuttle and the telescope are important tools to lead the world into the future,
adding that Americans do not have a mature
attitude about space exploration.
With the use of the telescope, man has
been able to see what space is really like, instead of having to base space knowledge on
theory, he said.
He also said new computers are becoming
available and designers, architects and
scientists can view objects and see things
through a computer that they could never
see without one and this helps them develop
advancements in their fields.

BG News/Michelle Thornewell

Robert Malone

Candidates not met
Time conflicts cause forum cancellation
by Julie Wallace
copy editor

The annual "Meet the Candidates" forum, scheduled for
yesterday afternoon, was cancelled due to communication
E;ms between the
us Student Center and the
iates running for local offices.
Commuter Off-Campus Organization vice president, Paul
Nelson, said plans for this year's
forum were started too late."
"I think that if we would've
planned it earlier, the candidates probably could've done
it," he said.
Nelson said the candidates
were not available during the
afternoon, the time when OCSC
is most frequently used.

"Primarily, at the times when
we could get the most interest in
the Off-Campus Student Center,
a large number of the candidates were unavailable," he
said. "We can't get a good turnout in the center in the evening,
so the evening forum wouldn't
Offbe beneficial.
Don Pond, sophomore accounting major and 1st Ward
Council candidate, said he did
not receive any written notification concerning the forum.
"I knew they were planning it,
but I assumed it didn't pan out
because I never heard anything
more," he said. "The plans were
mentioned to me, but I thought
that out of consideration, I
would get a written notice about
it."

Extra police 'haunt' BG
by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

The cancellation of the forum,
which was to be sponsored in
part by the Undergraduate Student Government, OCSC and
COCO, was "disappointing,"
said Jeff Lors, national, state
and community affairs chair of
USG.
"The candidates were really
interested in speaking at the
University, but they are 'normal
human beings' and have to work
too," he said.
Many of the candidates wanted the forum rescheduled to
Friday evening, but Lors said
the OCSC is closed then.
Nelson said the forum is
planned to inform students
about local issues, and familiarize them with the candidates.

As children of all ages roam Bowling Green
streets in colorful costumes tomorrow night, the
city police will have extra officers patrolling residential areas to insure safety.
Yesterday, Lt. Sam Johnson said about 10 officers will patrol the neighborhoods 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
to prevent "bullies" from taking children's candy
and vandalism.
"Sometimes there is an increase in vandalism
during Halloween, but with the extra patrol as a
deterrent I don't anticipate too many problems,"
he said.
The extra patrols will also be able to answer
calls more quickly if there is a problem at a Halloween party. If approached by an officer, Johnson
said students should immediately cooperate by
identifying themselves.
"Halloween is a fun night for everyone, but anonymity affects some people," he said. "In general,
there is not a lot of trouble, but there will be kids
moving along the streets.
"Our main concern is looking out for younger
kids who usually are not out during that time."

Johnson said the Halloween parade beginning at
6 p.m. will help the officers.
The parade starts at South Main Street in front
of State Home Savings, 300 S. Main St., heads north
to Wooster Street, turns left past the police station
to Grove Street.
Johnson said the streets between Wooster Street
and Lehman Avenue will be closed until the parade
concludes.
After the parade, he said a party for "people of
all ages" will be held at the Bowling Green Junior
High School, 215 W. Wooster St.
Officer Grant Tansel, crime prevention, said
last year more than 500 children attended the
party, and he expects the attendance to increase
thisyear.
"There is always a good turnout at the party because it is a safe alternative for kids," Tansel said
"Candy and nice prizes such as a stereo and bicycles will be given away."
Before the school party was started three years
ago, Tansel said a University fraternity or sorority
would volunteer to stand on several neighborhood
street comers to make sure kids were safe.
The program was discontinued to place more
emphasis on the party and parade, he added.

*************************************
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JEFF GORDON FOR SECOND WARD COUNCIL

N.W.OHIO'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF
COMPACT DISCS!

♦^cf^*
128 N. MAIN ST. /DOWNTOWN

TEACHER • ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF GEOGRAPHY
RESEARCHER • GEOGRAPHICAL AUTHOR, REVIEWER.
CONSULTANT

OPEN 7 DAYS

LEADER •

MON.-THURS. 9AM - 10PM
FRI. - SAT. 9 AM - MIDNIGHT
SUNDAYS 11AM-7PM

VICE PRESIDENT ELECT: GEOGRAPHY
SECTION, OHIO ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

"L/C
HE'LL

FIGHT FOR YOU 3)

Political Adv.rti».ment Paid For By Citizens lor Gordon. 249 Crim St., B.G., OH, Tamora Sharp, Treo«.

MUSIC FOR THE MASSES

DEPECHE MODE

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY

SIRE

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800- US A- ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
THE SMITHS
STKANOEWAYS. HERE WE COME

B6SU STUDENTS

SIRE

As your councilman and as your
fellow student, I shall promote
positive interaction and communication among community residents and university students.

10VE Will FIND A WAY
RHYTHM DF LOVE
SHOOI HIGH, AIM LOW

BIG GENERATOR

THESE LP'S & CASSETTES

97

*6. !

•

COMPACT DISCS

'11."!\

- YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY -

t

Qualified • Hardworking
DONALD

POND

The Best Choice for Ward One City Council
Paid loi by in. Pond lor City Council CommlttM, 501 Plk. Si. lolwlng On*n. Onto, 4J402. John Cucki.i TraaunM
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Director shelters foreign friends
by Linda Hoy

If Annmarie Heldt and her
family were to travel around the
globe, they wouldn't have to
spend much money on hotel
fees.
The Heldts have an international family of friends from the
Far East to Europe.
Heldt, who started as director
of University administrative
staff personnel services in AuSst, and her husband. Don,
ve been taking in foreign
researchers as boarders since
1983.
Hungarians, Bulgarians,
Germans, Austrians, Belgians
and Chinese have resided for
various periods of time with the
Heldts and their nine-year-old
daughter, Stephanie.
Heldt said about eight groups
of people have stayed in the family's Toledo home.
Both Heldt and her husband of
ten years have lived in foreign
countries. Annmarie, who
speaks fluent German and Polish, researched lingustics in the
Rhineland, and Don worked in
Japan.
Heldt said when she first arrived in Germany, she had to
fend for herself, and Don did
likewise in Japan. The couple
has hosted the researchers to
make the transition to life in a
foreign country easier for them
than the Heldts had experienced.
Reluctant to make a scene,
foreigners may get pushed aside

Parking.
: 1 Continued from page 1.
She added that although handicapped parking spots are reserved for individuals confined
to wheelchairs only, physically
disabled persons are also enti-

by bureaucrats and need
someone to cut through red tape,
Heldt said.
The Heldt's most recent boarders were a Chinese couple with
an eleven-year-old daughter
they had to leave behind.
The couple had an instant
rapport with Stephanie who reminded them of their own child,
Heldt said.
Stephanie went everywhere
with Ling-Ling and Wai-Go and
Eot beyond any communication
arriers faster than either of her
parents, the director said.
"There are so many cultural
things that are different," she
said, "We Just have a ball exploring those."
Last Christmas, the Heldts
taught Ling-Ling and Wai-Go
about the holiday celebrations
and took the couple, both fifty
years old, to visit Santa Claus.
Ling-Ling sat on Santa's lap
and told him she wanted her
daughter to come to America.
But that was one Christmas present she didn't get.
Ling-Ling and Wai-Go taught
the Heldts about Chinese cooking and fifteen different varieties of soy sauce, Heldt said.
She said they never talk politics or religion with any of their
foreign friends. "People are
people all over the world," she
said, adding that everyone has
hopes and dreams.
"That (hoping and dreaming)
translates," she said. "It's an
emotion and a feeling, not a language."
In 1976, after her research at
the Free University of Berlin,
tied to special permits, on the
completion of a designated form
by a physician.
Yarnell will again address
students' concerns about parking during Coffee Hour, 2 p.m. to
3 p.m., at the Off-Campus Student Center on November 16.

OUR 1987 BOWLING GREEN
DEMOCRATS

Patrick
NG
for Mayor

C Continued from page 1.
Seeking to head off the
lengthy debate that led to
Bork's defeat, Reagan
said, "If these hearings
take more than three
weeks to get going, the
American people will know
what's up.

Heldt's house is haven for
international researchers
wire editor

Judge_

Ginsburg was reported
to be the choice of Attorney
General Edwin Meese,
while White House chief of
staff Howard Baker was
urging the appointment of
federal appeals court
judge Anthony Kennedy of
Sacramento, Calif., who
would have been a less
controversial choice.
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph
Biden, D-Del., who played
a pivotal role in the rejection of Boric by a 58-42 vote
last week, reportedly has
told administration officials that some of Ginsburg's views are highly
controversial.

Annmarie Heldt

BG News/Mark Thalman

Heldt spent six weeks in East
Germany mediating relations
between Americans and Germans who were setting up the
American Consulate.
Every day she left her West
German home for work an hour
early in order to allow time for
the car search which took place
at the East German border.
The guards literally took
apart her Volkswagen Beetle,
Sparkaefer, removing the seats
and searching for contraband.
Once they found something.
Two cans of apricots were sitting in Heldt's back seat. She

had bought them for a friend.
Since the guards couldn't see
inside the cans, they confiscated
them.
Heldt picked up her apricots
at the end of the day and later
put them in glass jars to get
them over the border.
Appointed by the Board of
Trustees to her director's post
last August, Heldt said the University administrative staff are
"the forgotten ones."
Heldt's job is to help coordinate the work of program directors and other unclassified
University employees who are

under a contract, but not faculty
members.
Such administrative employees include the registrar
and the bursar, as well as some
health service personnel, she
said.
"I don't think that all of these
people work under me," she
said.
Heldt, who has held jobs in
contract negotiations on both the
labor and managerial sides of
the table, said she'd much
rather "work with somebody"
then have a person working for
her.

ing — not even one of the magnitude of the 1980-1982 period."
The coming recession will not
be as severe he said, because the
economy as a whole is more stable than it was then.
"It is the assessment of most
economists and of the government that no real economic factors caused the crash. Unemployment is at a level many people consider acceptable, and
Brices are relatively stable,"
avin said.
The crash instead was caused
by a variety of outside forces, he
said. Many financial institutions
raised their prime interest
rates, which swayed investors to
sell stocks in order to purchase
bonds and other guaranteed investments.

Although these investments
normally do not earn as high a
return as stocks, increasing interest rates raised their yield.
Federal deficit spending, which
had increased to the rate of $170
billion dollars per year by April
1, 1987, similarly increased the
attractiveness of bonds.
This feeling, along with concerns about the United States'
current imbalance of trade on
the world-market, a belief that
in general the stock market was
over valued, and fears about the
Persian Gulf situation, combined to cause the 508-point drop
in the Dow Jones Industrial
Average.
"All of these things came
together at the same time. Any
one of them alone would create
market movement, but nothing
major. You cannot point at any
one of them," Navin said.
Once stock prices began to
fall, computer-controlled trading accelerated the crash, Navin
said.

Senate Democratic Whip
Alan Cranston called
Ginsburg "a surprising
choice, given his age and
limited judicial experience." He added, "Tnere
were certainly a number of
more qualified and more
experienced conservatives
on the list being considered. Perhaps they
were less acceptable to Attorney General Meese.''
People for the American
Way, a liberal lobbying
group that campaigned
against Bork, said Ginsburg's chief qualification
"appears to be his adherence to a narrow ideological agenda."

Economy
'.2 Continued from page 1.
an increase in unemployment.
Locally corporations such as
Ball Plastics or Toledo's AMC
Jeep could feel this effect, Navin
said.
The government is already
working to prevent this. The
Federal Reserve lowered its interest rate, which in turn, should
lower interest rates on loans.
This however, Navin said, will
not completely offset the crash.
"No experts are predicting
another Great Depression, but
there will still be a slowdown in
general economic activity. This
may just be a decline in the rate
of economic growth, but I expect
it to be a bit more than that, he
said. "Still, no one is convinced
that a major slowdown is corn-

Thomas D.
ANDERSON
for Council-at Large

"The traders have computers
programmed so that when certain circumstances occur, the
computer buys or sells stock automatically. This was a key
element in the major changes
that took place," he said. As
prices fell, the computers began
to sell stock. This lowered prices
and when they reached the next
level in the computers' programs, they sold even more
stock, dropping the price further."
The question now, Navin said,
is how consumers, businesses
and the government will react to
the situation. If consumer
spending and business expansion continue the effects could
be minimized. However, he said
they cannot be completely
avoided.
"We have experienced a
rather sustained economic expansion since the recession of
1980-1982, and things are going to
be different than they have been
for the past five years."

THE BG NEWS
wishes everyone a safe and happy
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James P.
DAVIDSON
for Ward 1

Jeffrey J.
GORDON
for Ward 2

Carl D.
HALL
for Ward 3

Dennis
MAAS
for Ward 4

LISTENING BETTER, WORKING HARDER,
FOLLOWING THROUGH!
Tuesday, November 3, 1987
POLLS OPEN
6:30 o.m. - 7:30 p.m.
•-

Vote Yes on 1
Vote Yes on 2
Bowling Green Democrat* Party A.R Baldwin. Chanmo1
P O BOK 707
Bowl.ng Green. Oh* O403
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Phor* 352-5599

Free gobblins for every
ghost on Halloween.
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Bring this coupon in to Steve's in costume on
Halloween, buy a one item Mix-in at regular price
and we'll mix in another item of your choice
FREE. Or buy any three (3) item
Mix-ln at regular price and we'll
give you a FREE waffle cone.

Steves
Main and Wooster

Coupon Kipiro
Midnnlht nn lljllowrcn

Sports
Redskins
no cinch
this year
by Al Franco
sports reporter
In years past, the Bowling Green hockey team has
dominated the Miami
Redskins. Since the series
began in 1978-79, BG holds
a 24-6 lead over MU. Granted, the season is only four
weeks old. but if the first
three weeks are any indication, there is continuity
in the ranks of the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association. MU has a record of
2-4 facing all CCHA rivals,
while BG is 1-3 in the CCHA
and 2-3 overall.
Miami head coach said
that it's not just the early
standing that make this
season different. The
league is more balanced on
the whole.
"There's parity; it's as
equal as it's ever been,"
Davidge said. "Maybe Ron
Mason (Michigan State's
head coach) said it best
□ See Hockey, page 6.
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Falcons to battle MU
by Jeff McSherry
sports editor

Opportunity is knocking on the door.
Tomorrow, Bowling Green, 3-1 in the MAC and
3-4 overall, travels to Oxford to take on conference
foe Miami, 4-2 in the MAC and 4-4. Eastern Michigan leads the pack at 4-1 and 6-2 overall.
With only four weeks left in season and the MidAmerican Conference race wide open, BG can ill
afford to let opportunity pass them by.
But that's exactly what the Redskins may do —
pass.
In last week's 37-25 loss to Toledo, the Glass
Bowl looked more like Toledo Express Airport.
MU quarterback, senior Mike Bates, completed 35
of 68 passes for 341 yards to break three school and
two conference records.
He also tied and broke the NCAA record of
Northwestern's Sandy Schwab who completed 29
of 45 attempts in one half against Michigan in 1982.
For the season, Bates is 174 of 285 for 1779 yards
with an impressive 61 percent completion percentage. But he also has 12 interceptions compared to
only six touchdowns.
The wide-open MU offense will face a stiff challenge, however, in the Falcon defense.
BG is tops in the conference in allowing an average of 11.75 points per contest. Interstingly, the
Falcons give up a sizeable 218.9 yards per game
rushing. Their pass defense is somewhat stingy in
allowing 160.3 yards per contest.
"I think they will throw a reasonable amount of
times... but I don't think they'll throw that much
— probably somewhere in the 20 to 30 range," BG
head coach Moe Ankney said. "I don't think they'll
be afraid to throw against us. The reason our pass
defense has been good is partly due to our lack of
stopping the run."
Indeed, MU averages only 89.6 yards per game

on the ground, but BG has also had their running
woes. Compounding the Falcon's problems is that
Shawn Daniels, who recently began to add life to
the running game, separated his left shoulder two
weeks ago in the Toledo game. He is questionable
tomorrow.
With three of the other tailbacks questionable.
Chuck Edgerton has emerged from the depths of
the scout team to possibly start. Most of the other
Falcons have had time to heal with an open weekend last week, but Ankney is still concerned.
"When you have an open week you lose your
rhythm," he said Tuesday. "It seems like its
Thursday and we had a little momentum with two
straight wins.
"There's also a fine line between practicing hard
and getting people hurt. I'm concerned that we
may not be as physical."
BG is also battling tradition. Tomorrow is the
Redskins' Homecoming and the Falcons have been
a part of it nine times previously, winning only one
game.
Another Falcon concern is the MU special teams
which are by far the strongest in the conference
this year.
Placekicker Gary Gussman is the top kicker in
Division I by connecting on 17 of 21 field goal attempts. This senior is also the MAC career scoring
leader with 294 points. Chuck Konrad is second in
the league in punting with a 38.1 average.
The Redskins also feature some of the top return
men in the league. Mondo Costello is second in
Runt returns with a 10.3 average while Maurice
elson averages 22.7 yards per kickoff return.
Defensively, MU is similar to BG — they've give
up an average of 164.6 yards passing and 212.8
yards via the airways per game.
The Redskin defense, however, is an extremist
one. They gave up 10 total points in three MAC
games, while allowing 33 points against EMU and
37 against UT.

BG to host WMCI
after another loss
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter
Win or lose, the Bowling
Green soccer team has provided plenty of excitement for
its followers this season.
The Falcons have been involved in eight games decided by
one goal,
six of them
which they
have won.
Include four
overtimes,
which the
Falcons
have split
2-2, and
fans have a Loetcher
good reason to have short
Fingernails. Wednesday
afternoon the booters were
involved in another nailbiter
in which they fell to host Michigan State 1-0 in overtime.
Despite the loss, Falcon head
coach Gary Palmisano said
he was pleased with his
team's effort.
"I was happy with our

effort," Palmisano said. "It
was one of those games where
both teams should have walked away with a tie."
The lone goal of the game
came at the 96:32 mark of the
overtime. Spartan forward
Brad Petzinger took a crossing pass from Jim Blanchard
and beat Falcon goalie Nate
Levins. Levins, playing for
the injured Mickey Loescher,
collected three saves. Loescher was sidelined with a
thigh injury. Spartan netminder Ed Link had six saves.
The Falcons will try to rebound Sunday when they host
Western Michigan at 2 p.m..
The game shapes up as a key
in the Mid-American Conference Cup Championship. BG,
WMU, Eastern Michigan,
Miami, and Central Michigan
comprise the MAC in soccer.
The Broncos are M-l, 2-0 in
the conference. They have
defeated MU 24 and EMU
1-0. BG is also U) in MAC play
having defeated CMU 1-0 and
EMU 3-1. The Falcons are
10-5 overall.

Re-elect First Ward Councilman

JAMES P. DAVIDSON
Councilman
James P. Davidson

A COUNCILMAN FROM BGSU TO
REPRESENT BGSU.
Paid for by the Davidson for Council Committee: Robert Wall, Treasurer, 219 E. Evens St., B.C.O.
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Second portrait session starts Monday
This is it for this year so
schedule your appointment now.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
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Falcons to face Zips
Volleyball team ends home stand, goes on road

Tankers host relays
by Mark Huntebrinker

by Andy Woodard
•potts reporter

After having all the luxuries of
home (or the past five weeks, the
Bowling Green volleyball team
will finally venture out onto the
road to face Akron in a nonconference match in James A.
Rhodes Arena,
tonight at 7:30
pjn.
The Falcons. 17-5,
completed a
nine-match
homestand
last Friday
against Dayton. On the '
Itand, BG VanDeWalle
went 7-2, with the losses coming
at the hands of Notre Dame and
Western Michigan.
BG coach Denise Van De WaUe said she wants to see her
team play as well as it did
against the Flyers.

"We've kind of been spoiled
the whole month of October because of all of the home matches," she said. "This is the first
of five away matches and this is
the least important because it's
non-conference. But we definitely want to get off on the right
foot with a win."
BG plays at Mid-American
Conference foes Central Michigan and Toledo next weekend,
and Miami and Ball State the
following weekend.
Tonight, the Falcons will be
without the services of All-MAC
outside hitter Jo Lynn Williamson for the second match in a
row. Van De Walle suspended
her for two matches for breaking team rules before the UD
match.
Also, BG will play the match
without starting right outside
hitter Jennifer Russell. Russell
has been hindered by a stress
fracture in her left foot for the
past few weeks and will miss to-

night's match, plus the CMU and
UT matches.
Van De Walle said she will
D reserves Karin Turain and
Rembe a lot in the match in
place of the two starters.
"We're going to try a few new
things," she said. "We're going
to let Lori play in the middle and
Eet Karin in as much as possile. This is a great opportunity
for the both of them."
UA, 12-17, is coming off a
hard-fought 7-15, 15-11, 13-15,
15-5, 15-10 win at Youngstown
State Wednesday night. Zips
coach Deanne Sommer said her
team will try to hold their own
against BG.
"We played some top teams
early in the year," Sommer
said. "We've seen good volleyball, so we won't be in shock
when the match starts.
"It seems we've played better
with the better teams we've
played against, and I want to
play well tonight."

AiULQtl'l
OUR MAN
FOR
MAYOR!
Remember to VOT€ on November 3rd!
Paid lor by Committee to elect Ed Miller Mayor. Bob
Latta Treat. 519 Normandie, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.
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LAW/CARAVAN

sports reporter

In any sport, preseason is a time for a coach
to discover his personnel and how that personnel might be used during the upcoming season.
If one asks Falcon head swimming coach
Brian Gordon how he might use his personnel
this year, he might not be able to answer the
auestion. Gordon was hired Oct. 19 to replace
ich Draper, who left Bowling Green to take an
assistant coaching job at Iowa in September.
Gordon, who comes to BG from the University of Alabama where he served as an assistant
coach since 1981, is still learning his personnel.
"We are at a little bit of a handicap here because I missed all of the preseason," Gordon
said."I'm sure the team worked hard, but the
workouts were not done under my system."
Gordon, who will be assisted by Martha Leyschon, does not intend to come in and make any
major changes.
"I think the worst thing I could do is come in
and make a lot of changes," he said. "I need to
be patient, but at the same time I don't have the
time to be overly patient."
The Falcons begin their 1987-88 campaign this
weekend as they host seven teams in the Tom
Stubbs Relays. Gordon inherits mens' and
womens' teams that have been very successful
in recent years. The women have finished in the
top two the last five seasons at the MidAmerican Championships, while the men have
been a top-five finisher for the last three years.
BG's strengths on the men's side will come
from from a number of returnees. Senior captain Dan Ersley was a MAC Championship finalist in the 200 meter breaststroke. In the 100

HockeyL
□ Continued from page 5.
when he said it starts out like
this every year, but the good get
better and the weak get weaker.
You can believe that, but I don't
think that's the case this year."
The Redskins have always
been easy prey for the Falcons,
who have an 11-3 record at Goggin Ice Arena including a sweep
last season. BG Head coach also
agreed that things have changed
this season.
"I think they started with two
impressive wins (Michigan and
Michigan State)," York said.
"The challenge for us this
season is more visible. Before,
we'd go down there an say,
'Let's not get beat by a team
who is in the basement.' But
now, they create a greater challenge for us."

MOM AND DAD
M< mday, N<r rcmber 2, 1987

1:00 p.m u - 4:00 p.m.
Bowlling GreetI State University
Grand Ballroom
Stud* :nt Union

HOPE TO SEE VOU AT THE

PHI MU - PIKE
HALLOWEEN TEA.

PARENTS DAY '87

BGSU VS. KENT STATE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7th
MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!

PATRICK NG
Pronounced "Eng"

' 'A n Independent- Thinking
Mayor For Bowling Green"
PATRICK NG'S RECORD IS:
• Standing Up For What He Belives Is Right After Carefully Studying An Issue.
• Fair Treatment For All Citizens And All Parts Of The
City.
• ELECTED 3 TIMES BY THE VOTERS OF HIS
WARD- Receiving As Much As 75% Of The Votes.
Registered Democrats, Republicans and Independents
Have All Supported PATRICK NG.
PolKO* Ad*t<W*'>t Poid lor by C.I.
Si . fa-t.*g Own. OH 43403

"We gained as much confidence as you're going to gain
from a single hockey game,"
Davidge said.
REDSKIN STRENGTHS:
Davidge lists the strength of the
Redskins as a combination of
youth and leadership.
"Our freshman class and
Mike Orn are the strength of this
hockey team," Davidge said.

and last in league in penalty killing percentage (12-40 .300). Despite scoring two power play
goals and a short-handed tally
against MSU Saturday, the
Redskins need work on their
special teams, i
... Freshman Matt Ruchty
will miss the weekend series due
to a sprained knee. Nelson
Emerson broke a finger during
practice this week but is expected to play as a cast was developed to fit under his glove.
Kevin Dahl is back and expected
to play after a groin injury
cuased him to miss Saturday's
game against Lake Superior...
speaking of LSSC, sources say
that the Lakers leading scorer
Mike DeCarle has been suspended from practice this week because he failed to attend class. It
is unknown whether he will be
able to compete in LSSC's weekend series against Ferris State.
... Despite the 2-3 record, BG
has outshot opponents 44.4 to
24.6, but have given up S.73 goals
a game while scoring 5.33.
. . . The Falcons tail to have
any scorers in the top 20 of the
CCHA league scoring. One
reason for this is that BG has
Ced two less league games
most of the squads. Junior
Greg Parks is in 22nd place on
the fist as he leads the Falcons in
scoring with three goals and six
assists for nine points.

ALL WITCHES. WARLOCKS.
CREATURES AND GREMLINS.

He's Talking Solutions, Not Problems.

Listening To Citizens

The Redskins showed they can
play anywhere against anyone
when they split with NCAA runner-up Michigan State last
weekend in East Lansing, Mich..
They lost the first game 6-1, but
won the second game 4-2. The
victory snapped a 11-game losing streak at MSU's Munn Ice
Arena. Davidge said that his
squad gained plenty of confidence from the game.

Going into the weekend series,
Orn leads the Redskins in scoring with three goals and two assists for five points, while two
freshmen follow him with four
points (Todd Harkins and Rob
Vanderydt.) Sophomore goalkeeper Steve McKichan has a 2-1
record, as he turned away 64
shots in two games against
MSU.
REDSKIN WEAKNESSES:
After sir games in the CCHA,
MU rates last in league power
play percentage (4-31, .1291 ),

STUDENTS, IT'S YOUR TURN
TO ENTERTAIN

Rep rescntatives of al [1 nine Ohio law schools will
par ticipate: The Un iversity of Akron School of
Law r. Capital Unlv ersity Law School. Case
Wes item Reserve I Jniversity School of Law.
Unl versity of Cln cinnati College of Law.
C1P ire land-Marshall College of Law of Cleveland
Sta te University. Un iversity of Dayton School of
Law r, Ohio Northern University Pettit College of
Law r. The Ohio Stab : University College of Law.
and the University of Toledo College of Law.

meter breastsroke, sophomore Tom Sullivan
was a fourth-place finisher in the MAC. Junior
Corky Thein was a ninth-place finisher in the
conference in the butterfly.
Junior Tim Wagner is a school record holder
in both the 100 and 200 meter backstroke events
and was a MAC championship finalist in 1987 in
both events. Junior Greg Wolff was in the top
five in the 1650 freestyle last season and should
be one of the better distance swimmers in the
MAC this year.
The women look to be strong again as they
also return some top swimmers. Junior Andrea
Szelsky had a disappointing MAC championship
in the butterfly last season, but hopes to return
to the form that took her to the national meet in
1986.
Senior captain Sheila Westendorf was a MAC
championship finalist last season. Sophomore
Stacey Isles had a sensational freshman campaign in the 100 and 200 meter breaststroke. SoCimore Shari Williams looks to be strong in
freestyle sprints.
The diving team, coached by Reagan Minser,
will also compete this weekend. The men's top
returnee is sophomore Mike Poindexter, who
placed in the top eight in both the one and three
meter boards last season.
The top women's diver should be Mary Pfeiffer, who was first in the MAC on the one meter
board and second on the three meter board last
season.
Teams participating in the diving and swimming events will be Ball State, Eastern Mlchagan, Kent State, Miami, Marshall, Oakland,
and Wayne State. Miami and Marshall will not
bring any divers. The diving will take place at 3
p.m. on Friday while the swimming starts at 1
p.m. Saturday.
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IT WILL BE
A GHOULY
AFFAIR!

0

American Heart
Association

DON'T MISS IT!

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR VOUR LIFE

BG WAT€R

IS IT SflF€ TO DRINK?

A SYMPOSIUM ON NW OHIO WATER QUALITY
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2
AT 7:30 P.M.
ASSEMBLY ROOM, MCFALL CENTER
FREE & Open to the Public
featuring

DAVID BAKCA. Director
Water Quality Laboratory
Heidelberg College
Tiffin, Ohio

GflflV SIIV€AMAN. Director
environmental Health Program
BGSU
and representatives from

Ohio environmental Protection Agency
Northwest District Office

Water Treatment Plant
City of Bowling Green

Sponsored by: Environmental Interest Group
Center for Environmental Programs

Classifieds
ErUoy Ann Arbor ART FESTIVAL wtlh W.S.A.
Sat Nov 7. 1987 3-8 PM
Than are only 13 seats avaaabie. ao hurry up-.
sign up at 411 South Hal, >6 pet person

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
" AttsMsanUA*. **
Learn what's happening In UAA In the aprtng.
Sign up to uehar at Parent's Day Show at Mon
Meeting at 6 30 In BA 110 NEW MEMBERS
WELCOME'

FRIDAY MAGAZINE
Weekly meetings ere Monday el 7 30 PM m the
Commons. 2nd floor ol Weal Hal Writers
Photographers and artists are needed Nonroornaism majors are welcome to attend. CM
372-BBS7 or 353 2935 lor more jnlormatlon
HALLOWEEN PARTY"
Attention Oil Campus and International
students, there wi be a Hetoween Party Saturday October 31 from 9 00 to 1 00 AM m me
Main lounge ol the Off Campus Student Center
located In the basement ol Moseiey' Costumes
encouraged1

"FRIDAY 1 SATURDAY"
UAO
MIDNIGHT MOVIE
"THE OMEN"
210 MATH SCIENCE
'WEAR A COSTUME'
11.00 WITH COSTUME OR
SI .50 WITH ID (NO COSTUME)

H you cere about the mtessctual Me at BGSU
BE OUR FRIEND'
Being a Student Friend ol the Ubnvy entitles
you to many benefits'
* Free mechanical pencil
'Twelve hall-hour segments ol free time In the
Jerome Library Typing Room
■Regular meeting* with the Dean of the
Libraries
'50% discount on al Hems purchased at the
Frtenda of the Ubrary Book SaleFMembarank)
tee of S 5 n good thourgh August. 1988
Information forms are at the change desk.
Jerome Ubrary

"FRIDAY 1 SATURDAY"
UAO
NIOHT AT THE MOVIES
8:00 I 10:00 PM
"THE EXORCIST"
210 MATH SCIENCE
II.60 WITH ID OR
(1.00 WITH COSTUME
"ItatenClub Meeting"
Meet Monday. November 2 at 7 30
In the International Student Lounge on the
fourth floor ol South Halt AH interested are

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Formal Meeting
WHEN Wednesday. Nov 4 7:30 PM
WHERE: 112BA
SPEAKER: John Meier. Owenslinois on Irving
arid working In Belgium

welcome1

'PLEASE HELP'
LOST YELLOW BINDER WITH FOLDER ATTACHED If found please cat Maria 372-6211 VERY IMPORTANT lor class'
ATTENTION RACOUETBALL CLUB
It's time to get exerted for the weekend" Don't
lorget. it you signed up to go to O U . we are
leaving tonight' If you have any questions can
one of the executives For the rest of the clubHave s great weekend

Jayceas Haunted Houe
Wood Co Fairgrounds
Thura. Fn. Sal -- Oct. 20-31
7-11 pm aH nights
Sorry-No Van Service Saturday

Attention Psych. Ma|ore-Mlnors
There wi ba a party at Andrews Pool In the Rec
Center Monday November 2 from 6 0O-7 Come
|o*> the tun and food' SI donation required

Law Caravan
Nov 2 1:00-4:00
Community Suite -Union

B.O.

October 30,1987 7

CLUB

HOCKEY VS. 0ENNISON
WILDCATS
1:00 PM SUNDAY ICE ARENA
FREE ADMISSION

CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN
Saturday the 31st
at DRY DOCK with a
LIVE BAND. The Living End
and a COSTUME PARTY There
wiH be prize giveaways
Free admission Open 0 PM to 1 AM

The BOSU Swtmmma I OMng Teams will
beam their season this wesaand with she
Tan KUDOS Relays OMng begin ■ at 1:10 PM
Friday; SxIrrmOng 1:00 PM Sal SBC-Cooper
Pool Anyone Interested In helping erlth liming etc. lor thra or future meets, please eontad Reegsn Minser at 172-2060
THE BOWLING CHAPTER OF THE RADIO-TVNEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION WILL BE
MEETING ON MONDAY NOV 2 ATS 30 PM IN
111 SOUTH HALL TOLEDO CHANNEL 11
REPORTER LINDA JOVCE WILL BE SPEAK
te3. EVERYONE WELCOME1
The Kennedy Center. US Altorney'a Office.
FTC. SEC, Greenpeace. NOW. Smitheor-an
NASA. Nat'l institutes ol Health Oept ol Education and thousands ol other Internships are
available to BOSU studenta through The
Washington Center Internship Program Learn
moreTues Nov 3 at 11 AM or Weds Nov 4 at
1:30 PM In 231 Admin or can Ihe Center lor
Academic Option*. 2-8202 lor info

WANT

TO KNOW NOW JOB SEARCH
PROCESS
AID INTERNATIONAL STUOENTS?
come to W.S.A. coffee hours on Mon Nov 2.
1887
2:45-3 45 PM at 411 South Hal
YOUR QUESTIONS WILL BE ANSWERED BY
B.Q.S.U. PLACEMENT REPRESENTATIVE

LOST & FOUND
ISO REWARD lor anyone returning my
typewriter the) was left outside HsYShmanAnderson in parking tot Sunday night No questions asked 2-5075
-PLEASE HELPLOST YELLOW BINDER WITH FOLDER ATTACHED ntound please eel Maria 372-821IVERY IMPORTANT lor class1

The School ol HPER
w* hold it's next
Saturday Recreation Program
IOC Youth w-Dlsabllltlea
on
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 91 11 AM TO 1 PM
BOTH Groups we meet al Hayea Hal (wtlh the
exception ol those In Group I who have
previously made other arrangements nth
Margo) Al assigned University students to attend OPEN TO ALL1I

LOGO AND T-SHIRT DESIGN
COMPETITION
Prize free designed shirt
emended deadline Fn Ocl 30. 1987 by 5 00
PM. Please contact Sandy al 1724*10 lor
more into.

LOST Thurs Ocl 22-near MSC
bldg > loch bUg -a red
locker toot beg wtlh cosmetics
If found PLEASE cat Sleph el

372-5771
Reward-Sentimental Value

POST CARO i COLLECTIBLES SHOW. INCLUDING PAPER AMERICANA AND ANTIQUE
ADVERTISING TOLEDO. OHIO SUNDAY.
NOVEMBER 1. 1987 10 AM TO 5 PM.
RAMADA INN. REYNOLDS RD. NORTH OF
OHIO TURNPIKE EXIT 4 ADMISSION $1 50
LEADING DEALERS APPRAISING, BUYING
AND SELLING
INFORMATION:
(3131968-5910

Wool lo be involved'
W.S.A. is looking lor a representative
lor STUDENT LEGAL SERVICE
lor more mlo . contact Pin al 354-4510

••••ATO DUDES ■
Hare I am.
Back from the deed
I'm no prescner,
My name ain't Jed
They cat me OTIS.
Yes. that's my name*
And Bus next month
Sure wont ba lama

Personal! Private
Center lor Choice I
Toledo 419 255 7 769
AIRPLANE BANNER TOWING
Put Your Ada or Pereonale In the Sky
Cel 14191 882-0321

What do Lee leoocca. Jesse Jeckeon and
Alexander Hakj has* In common? They wl al
be speaking at the annual Leaders on Leaderstep" Symposia lor students sponsored by The
Washington Center In DC Attend the two-week
Sympoeia program over Xmas break and
receive 3 hours ol credit If you intend lo be a
leader et your field, contact Jom Reed at the
Center tor Academic Options. 231 Admin or
2-8202 lor more mlo before Nov 2.

W.S.A.

Omlcron Delta Kappa, a national Leadership
Honor Society, is now accepting appicatlona
lor membership Appicatlona are available at
the Student Services Budding m Room 405
The deadane to return completed appacationa is
November fj
Membership is nationally
recorjraied aa one ol the higheel and finesl
honors s University Student can earn so apply
now"

COFFEE BREAK
Mon Nov 2 23 PM
Off-Campus Student Center
Special Guest Dr Whitmire, registrar

TEST PfsEPARATIOWNOTE TAKING
•Time Saver I: Tips tor Taking Notes'
November 4 - 3:30 to 4 30 PM OR
November 5 - 4.00 to 5:00 PM
Locaeon 213 Moseiey Hal Study Skies Ctr
RESK3TRATION IS UMCTED • CALL 372-8840

Al Your Typwj Needs
Prompt 1 Professional
Clara at 352-4017

ALPHA XI'S
Grab a costume and come on out
Drink a MM. scream and stout.
BROTHERS OF THETA CHI are looking
forward lo seeing you lonight!

PACKAGING
HAVE TO SHB> A PACKAGE?
For si your shipping needs
Federal Express ' U.P S
A-Z Data Center ■ 352-5042
Pregnant? Were here lo help you thru CalF«st
Hope 354HOPE lor free pregnancy tests sup
porttve services
T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS
QUALITY SCREEN PRtNTING-OOOO PRICES'
CUSTOM-MADE FOR YOUR FLOOR OR
CLUB'
CALL KATHY AT 2-5787 FOR INFO
TYPING? RESUMES?
Document Storage on Diskette
A-Z Oata Center 352-5042
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo. Ousting
gynecological services I pr egnency Mrmtoabon
by scented physician Including
prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap teal (lor cervical cancer). VD screening, bath control silo .
Tube] bgabon. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates for students )
By appointment 1-241-2471

RIDES

PERSONALS

RIDE NEEDED TO AND FROM TORONTO. 2
PERS . WEEKEND OF NOV 8-NOV 8. WILL
SHARE EXPENSES. CALL 353 4835 OR
353-3538

-JOEWel. the makes 5 months and we are ste going
strong Thanks lor the great times I hope they
last forever'
Love you.
--The other one
Now you can't complain about never getting e
personal

SERVICES OFFERED

'•••FLOWER SALE""•
s Day rs corning soon" Ba sure to show
your parents how much you care by buying
them a mum-carnation corsage or boutonniere.
Order yours today from the Orientation Board to
the Student Services forum or Ural floor ol
Education
"••FLOWER SALE""
Parent's Day e coming soon' Be sure lo show
your parents how much you care by buying
them a mum-carnation corsage or boutonnexe
Order yours today from the Orientation Board to
Ine Student Services lorum or first floor of
Education
"BEER UNTIL 2 30"
BEE-M BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF STINGRS CAFE

"CARRY OUT BEER UNTIL 2 30"
AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES
BEE-aN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF STINGERS CAFE

"DEU SANDWICHES 79"
MON-FRI AFTER 10 00 PM
STINGERS CAFE
•-JENNY BARKER"
Happy 20th! You've given so much to me'
Youl always be my best friend, toddo'
I love you— -Kat

cent, on page 8.

13 ways Money Statioircan save you
when you're out of cash.

When you see Ihe cafeteria menu and decide
new Is a good lime for burgers and fries

when [he final is in [wo hours and you
still haven't bought ihe book.

When your "Mom. please send money" letter Is
answered wiih "Son. please send grades."

[Tick ergJ

There is another aide to Bowling Green . . .If you'd like to get
away from the campus for a while, there is a place.
Just being in church us sometimes an inspiration . .
.Thoughts go through your mind, like ideas for a different
approach to a term paper . . .or a perspective on where am
I going with my life?
Just being in church, some say, gets you off to a good start
for the week. We make no guarantees, but it does seem to
work for a lot ol people. You're invited to try:

PEACE LUTHERAN
CHURCH
1028 West Pearl St.. BG

/V?

When your car gels the hook and you
need a last fifty to gel back on ihe road.

When you're camping oui for concert tickets
and realize your money didn'i make the trip.

Service ol Worship, 10:30 a.ra
,
Communion 1st & 3rd Sundays
^^.^^t f
Pastor Bill Luoma
^**^ aV

To get there, just follow West Wootrter. You'll see Peace on your
lell just past Ihe Wood Co. Hospital.

i#*#*8Sk
When you've |usi ordered the midnight
pizza only lo discover your wallet is as
empty as your stomach.

.

Mini Moll Solon
190 S. Main thru the Brick Walkway
352-7658

When iheyVe jusl posted grades and you
want to celebrate quickly before the
prof realizes he made a mistake

Describe how you were saved by
Money Station and you could win a
spring break trip to Ft. Lauderdale.

Happy Halloween!

First clip this coupon and fill in your name, address and telephone
number. Then in the space provided, describe in 50 words or less the
most unusual circumstances in whkrh Money Station saved you when
you were out of cash. Be creative. If you don't have one. make one
up. who knows. Money Station could be your ticket to the sun.

When happy hour ends in 30 minutes
and it's a 20 minute walk to the bank

CHILD related
social services

_

ADULT Protective
social services
Nov. 3
PoMcol Adrtft-jemerx POO Kf Dy Hi/rxri S«rvC»S Levy
C<xrm.nto
>nw 1987
198?. j»fl
M* OOMVKxd
Crawtord Treafc/er
''©awer 222 S Mon
8ow*na Ceen <X 43402

When you find a typist who'll type your
last minute term paper in an hour...
if you pay in advance.

Money Station links neatly ever) ATM you see. in fact, neailv every ATM in the
state, inio one network. So when you're low on cash, look (or any banking
machine with the Money Station symbol tour card al any machine What a lifesaver

Custom Cuts for
Men & Women $6
Carefree Perms $20-75

VOTE YES FOR
HUMAN SERVICES
OF WOOD COUNTY

When your best friends call at 3 a.m. to tell you the
campus police have invited them back to iheir place

PHOM

When you take enough money to get
there, but not enough to get back

■■

ft> twer. wbmit voui Motto Smion tov<W«xi ••> » •*** <* •"» C"?** PnM **•' **"•'
jddrr*) eitJ irtrphonr numbi/i on ihr rmt> oufion train a> ofirn an >\<u 1st,.' LMh cnin un
i«Nh,i'mr*rdi>f>.r Andonli .«c.i>ir% pcicn.vlnpv fte*v
Mail >ogi ri*H> u-Uon^ Sui-on SfHii* futtk PO Bo. 800 Cohsmbu. OBw 4J0W 0»00
MuM b» mnvrd h\ NcMiwy lb IW Umitri -ill I* rvn.rVd t* m*.! ivUli-Mtun .Vsi-mtvi 31
l«'
■MM -YIH be iud|ivd 1*1 i>ir|i>njlii> b> an ii*fcT--i>fc'ni fniwl Wt ,.*TVI H .an-wt <vlui>.
(onmi tmnrs
Winmn)t ftiir> «■ hr ewaidrd »Jtirfn*.aiK*i (0 aixJ li*n H Uudaidah IkxnU kiVifw KM
■even davi and si« iujf<i\ -ltd SW .jsh TV ,-*iimai>d nuikwi »alu»' <M iK> p"/i- i* SI420
ri>p-ill^-(1-^pc-stJioii.Mii«.«*«' i-tMs-itxNtairioMj*

When you're on your way to the laundry
with six weeks worth of clothes and
two weeks worth o( change.
RULES ti«irsem-v ■•••»■* vista .-pan vmrM*km*t0r%»mi^v . ".i■ ■■»■>'» I1* **i«rt iUI.-L M.W1 Ss*ta.Hl SSVSBf.1 1l.allMl.»k IIV- a*""'
evsj lIVll <*■■»>-. M.-8V *■--•" "•" »•<• ■»■ UMl-sHMaM '•*•■ » *»■ P"**

•Ml tteafnilW ■•> *- (*■•■> eHIKtll lUflltYl t.iflHIeVfJta.W .« peTtsafcetl H it".
„«U**» M* »1"» -.*** J,lT..Wl- stBMlM «-"- UarftV J.SI-W-J

%*£?£**, -.-.-.-« I- .« KMM»M »..~. I*W *.*l -•— p.**-*!

When the loan from the linebacker
is due. ..now.
l8sV*s»*.l8ilW«-*Ka8r«.*wi<»-* J<^ttee<kJ V-*.'»tl
•rfXfKeta, U, ««! ,- •ss.iSk.i.-O suil v —*-—■
»-,-.— i- m |M»,,.li i
.i<l~i>U«'..-uiuM.>l .* .■»*.—Jl.n-.t-H h'-MMan TJJI.V'%1.1
«««l
i»i.-tw-s»r».- ro iv..»rt' i.itaiatr*. i<«*'..V»
»■*> •»* K- Klttatsnl l.« -*» m Jlthlral HI .titfaNI
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Classifieds
Cont. from page 7.
"LARGE PIZZA $2 50 1 ITEM"
UNCOOKED ANYTIME DAY OR NIGHT
BEE-M BEE OUT CARRY-OUT

* 'tJOhStS "tot—>"• *
00 BOUNO- wego
Another adventure we must hold
Together we drink lor
one hel of a good erne!
Kairry Kennedy

ADOPTION couple happily married 8 yra. with
much love & security wiahea lo adopt white
newborn Al expenses paid, confidential, cal
colect 914-621-1152
ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHESTO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID. CONFIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914-821-1152
Alpha Phi Flock and Rebba
Thanks lor a great hme at the Egg-Stravaganza
With Love.
Your FUt Coachae

• -STATE MMMUM PRIZES UNTIL 2.30"
BEE IN BEE OUT CARRY-OUT

•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS"
O.S.EA. MEETING
TUESDAY. NOV. 3RD
•:00 PM 115 EDUCATION

•CAROLYN BORDNERCONGRATULATIONS!!I On your SWEETEST
DAY- 21 at BIRTHDAY ENGAGEMENT lo FIJI
ROB DELANEY We wiali you and Bobber the
beat ol everything11
WE LOVE YOU"1
Sue. Megan. Leanne. Michele. Karen

'Omega Phi Alpha Pumpkin Sale*
Monday Ocl 26 lo Wednesday
Ocl 28 at Umararly Hal
'Pumpkin Saio'Pumpkin Sale'

•SORRY KKG PLEDGES"
I SMURFED THE BEST BIG!
USA E.IM SO HAPPYi
KAMA R. AND AMY v.-YOU'RE GREAT'
LUV UV SHER
•THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SIGMA"
CONGRATULATE
JAMES E. DAVIS JR.
ON HIS KAPPA SIGMA LAVALIERINQ
TOKRISTY
KAPPA SK3 LOVE AND OURS A E.K.O.B
"THETA CHIS"
The Alpha Xls have a potion lor you
A daah ol magic A a keg of brew
Ghosts. Gobans. Witches. > Bats
Cuz our Haaoween Saah is where It's at"
20 IHAPPY BIRTHDAY CINDY VOINOVICH!
20
I fust don l know what BO would be Ike
without watching you "boogie" at Suncance
each night PetroHnnis. Long Islands and an occassionaj Lite make walking down the stairs a
usual fright And now thai you're 20. it's time to
look back on the emoarassmg moments that
lurk in your oast From Chapman lo Rogers and
Sundance to Marks. The Bronc ful to Sexies
has left its tradomeark And then there was
Moons. Buckers now Brad; Man in this world
can't be al bad The yeeow house on Wooster
has surely been fun. Squirrels, bugs and garbage, is the work ever done? Happy Birthday to
Cm and prepared 'or tonight The eve of your bday is already m sight
LOVE YOUR SIS: DEB
30 Dodge Omni
75.000 miles, manual, power steering
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DO YOU NEED A RIDE SOMEWHERE THIS
WEEKENDTOR CAN YOU GIVE SOMEONE
ELSE A RIDE?
CALL
USG'S DIALA-R1DE
AT
372-8324

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S
WRESTLING NOV 3. COCO WALLYBALL
NOV 4. MEN'S SINGLES RACOUETBALL NOVEMBER 10. MEN'S S WOMEN'S
3-PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV. 19. ALL EN
TPJES ARE DUE BY 4:00 PM IN 108 SRC ON
ENTRY DUE DATE

Do you want to be a leader In your Held?
Learn from some ol the country's top leaders
Lee lacocca. Jaaaa Jackson. Al Halg and more
In the "Leaders on Leadership'' Symposia In
Washington DC m January Contact the Center
for Academic Optfona, 231 Admin, or 2-8202
TOOAY for appecatton into

JAMIE SKALLTTS
I'M SOOO EXCITED' YOU OPENED THE
DOORS OF KAPPA FOR ME AND NOW YOU
ARE MY BIO THANKS!
LOVE. YOUR UL. JULIANA

ATTENTION MEN OF BQSU:
Are you on the wanted Hat for
ALPHA XI JAILBREAR tmi

DUDUfXIDUDUDUDUDUDU
ONLY 169 DAYS TIL BIKE RACE
OUDUOUDUOUDUOUOU

ATTENTION THIEVES
THE DELTA'S WANT THEIR GAMMA BACK'
PLEASE. LET US BE DEE GEES AGAIN"1
CALL TO ARRANGE AN ANONYMOUS
RETURN

DUDUDUDUDUDUDUDUDU
ONLY 169 DAYS TILL BIKE RACE
DUDUDUOUOUDUOUDU

ATTENTION OFFCAMPUS AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS! THERE WILL BE A
HALLOWEEN PARTY SATURDAY. OCTOBER
31. FROM 9 TO 1 AM IT WILL BE HELD IN
THE MAM LOUNGE OF THE OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT CENTER IN THE BASEMENT OF
MOSELEY! COSTUMES ENCOURAGED!
FREE MUNCMES PROVIDED'

OZ Big Andrea C DZ
Gat psyched lor the weekend
We're gonna have fun
If you need hat) with the party
Wei make a beer runl"
Always remember you're the greatest Big who
doesn't compare to anyone'
Love. Your uttleai uttu.
Michele R

Elect

ATTENTION LADIES
Classes getting bormg?
Put a little excitement back in your tale Male
Dancer. For more into 354-3136
BEAVER i THE PIKE "GANG"
wish to congratulate "CINOERFELLA
VOrNOVtCHSKI" on becoming a "raaponaUa'
adult Happy 20th B-day»
Brian and Carrie
Congratulations on finally getting tavaterted It
may have taken 2 years but it was wen worth
the wait Next time you get some roaaa Carrie,
check the sterna carefully
Love.
Your ■' Stacey
CALL SCOTT HARBAUGH AT 2-1244 ON
MONDAY, NOV. 1. 1N7 TO WISH HIM A NAPPY BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN
Saturday the 31tt
at DRY DOCK with a
LIVE BAND. The Living End
and a COSTUME PARTY There
wfl be prize giveaways
Free AdmMalon. Open 9 PM to 1 AM
Chad care lor 2 t -2 year old n my home (close
to campus) or yours Mon i Tuaa 8-7 PM Cal
362-7066
CHRISTOPHER IVES
Happy 19th Birthday we (e going to party al
weekend' Happy two-year anniversary There
are many more to come! A great weekend for
two great celebrations1
I love you1
Your yenguin sweetie

Donald
POND
POND
POND
80S U Student lor City Council
Tuaa. Nov. 3. 1967
Emey Rackley.
Good kick at NATS competition this
weekend Your room* has a lot of faith In you!!
PS Have A Happy Haaoween'
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT DOWNTOWN
MUSIC 1 LAUGHTER
WITH KENNY REEVES
NO COVER

ARE YOU GOING? ARE YOU GOING?
ATTENTION ALL PHI MU'S:
Surprise Surprise
"It's time to brew up a Phi Mu Spook!"FI'm happy lo say
that on the day after today
A dale party has bean planed
for such a wonderful day
So be on your way
To find a date who wants to play)
When Ocl 31 (Thie Saturday)
Where President's Lounge (Ice Arenal
Who Phi Mu'a and their dates
Why To celebrate Haaoween
Required
$3 00 at the door tor each couple lo cover the
coat ol favors and fun stuff'
For more into caa
Dawn Adams (my roomie)
or Dawna Dunn (my brg)
I hope you al have tun.
Love. Pern

KELV AND ROSIE:
You've heard about It. now you w4 l,ve it THE
KALAMAZOO KREW DOES MIAMI! You guya
are the greatest' Thanks for always being there
for me. And remember until Mr Right cornea
along only a Goob can make you amea Frtende
are friends forever-Your friend. Goob
PS Leave the alligators In BG!

Llaa Foaa
Gat psyched tor a siring*" kind ol birthday
Stop at the house for al your sisters, go
downtown a drink a bunch of aloe gin lizzea,
have tun, vomit & go home Love, your "arUe"
P.S Don't forget Anita
Little Rod Riding Hood
AKA Janice Karat en
Here's lo a great 22nd b day
Don't forget the Depends'
Cause when ya gotta go
Ya gotta go!
Love, Kim. Maria, and Pam
P.S Have lun with Frank

We love you LOTS and can'l
wait to party Saturday nne
LOVE. US

DERBY DAYS
The Dee Gees and Phi Delta are psyched to
team up with Sigma Chie and have an awesome
time at Sigma Chi Derby Days"

4-8 at Uptown

HEY BOH
CINDY VOINOVICH TURNS 20 TOMORROW
Hey Jack TIM
Let's start the weekend right.
II sea you at the DZ-DELT tea tonightiFHave a
Happy Heloweanlll!

-Classified InformationMail-In Form
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum) $5.85
2" (16 line minimum) $11.70

NOTICE: The BG News wiM not be responsible for error d ,o to iHegibiity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Had immediately if there is an error m your ad The 8X5 News wN not be responsible for typographical
errors m classified ads for more man two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release me names of individuals who place aoVertistng m The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the rw-asjement of The BG News. The
purpose of this pokey is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

TO OUR "NEIGHBOR-NIGHT" OUTERS:
HERE WE LIVE NEXT TO THE TRACKS,
MAKING THURSDAYS OUR NIGHT TO RELAX
EATING. DRINKING AND HAVING A BLAST
IS MAKING OUR YEAR GO MUCH TOO FAST
YOU'RE ALL REALLY GREAT-WE WANT YOU
TO KNOW
WERE HAVING A COOKOUT AT THE FIRST
SNOW"
LOVE S FUN!
THE GIRLS
TO THE GHOSTS AND GOBLINS Of PHI MU
GET READY TONIOHT IS THE NIGHT
THE PARTY WILL SURELY BE OUT OF SIGHT
ALL THE PIKES AND PHI MUS WILL
BE GATHERED AT NINE
WE ARC ALL GOING TO HAVE A
"FRIGHTFUL" QOOD TIME

UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA UAA
Officers S Chairs of UAA
Your Past la Coming To Haunt You!
Better Brusn-Up on Your Brushing!
Monday. Nov. 2 - The Pros

SIOMA CHI DERBY DAYS
DELTA GAMMA-PHI DELTA THETA
SIQMA CHI DERBY DAYS
DELTA GAMMA-PHI DELTA THETA
SIQMA CHI DERBY DAYS
DELTA GAMMA-PHI DELTA THETA
SIOMA CWS
TRCK-OR TREAT
THE GAMMERS ARE LOOKIN REAL NEAT
SO SIGMA CHIS BEWARE
ALPHA GAMS 5 PHI TAUS
ARE QUITE A PAIR
ALPHA MM

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone #.

(Ffjf billing Durposes only)

Classification In which you wish your ad lo appear:
Wanted
Campus a CHy Events*
Hilp Wanted
Lost * Found
For Sale
Rldas
For Rant
Services Ottered
Personals
'CetnpusfCrty Event ads are published tree ol charge tor one day lor a non-profit event or meeting only
MaH to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BQSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

MARKETING EXPERIENCE. REQUIRE INOIVtOUALS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DIRECT
SALES OF DIVERSE PRODUCT LINES
TELEMARKETING AND OFFICE CALLS TO
POTENTIAL BUSINESS CUSTOMERS NO
HOUSE VISITS PAY IS COMMISSION ON
GROSS SALES SO YOUR WAGE REFLECTS
YOUR SALES ABILITY AND WORK EFFORT
FLEXIBLE HOURS BOTH AS TO TOTAL
HOURS AND SPECIFIC HOURS WORKED APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE AT COMPANY
OFFICE LOCATED AT ADVANCED SPECIALTY
PRODUCTS. INC.. 428 CLOUGH STREET.
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO
TELEPHONE
354-2844
RESORT HOTELS, Cruleeh.es. Airtnes t
Amusement Parka NOW accepting applications
for summer Jobs, internships and career positions For information S appkcatlon write National Cotegiete Recreation. PO Box 8074
Hilton Head Island. SC 29938
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Typlsl needed 9:00 AM 3 00 PM Mon Fri
Macintosh experience halplul but not
necessary Must be customer service oriented
person with a big smile Good pay for the right
person Apply at Kinkos 113 RaJroad Street
Wanted energetic, fun-loving individuals who
would Bra to make extra money tor colege
whes having fun. Now hiring for al positions Apply xi preson at Button's Night Club, rust north
of Bowling Green.on Route 25 Tues thru Sun
after 8 PM Flexible scheduling available, car
pools can be arranged

FOR SALE
1979 OLDS Cutlass Salon 4 dr Air cruse. NO
RUST, whfte, new tues. brakes, good condition S1800 nog Eric 372-1384
1988 MERCURY CAPRI GS-3 DOOR-2 3 LOCH 4 CYL. 4 SPO, CRUISE, AC. ELEC
TRONIC AM-FM CASSETTE. TILT STEERING
POWER WINDOWS AND LOCKS. WIRE
WHEEL COVERS. 48 MONTH-48K ESP EXCELLENT MILEAGE, BLACK WITH RED INTERIOR $7250 NEG LEONA 372-2387
AFTER 1 00 PM 257-2269
2 AKA Karate Uniforms Patches sown Cheap
Cal 353-4218
74 Mustang 2
Runs wel-healer, defroster, good tires
$400 Cal 354-5191 (between 8 PM 10 PM|
78 MAUBU 4 DR. STD PS-AC BODY EXCELLENT. RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION
$500 OR BEST OFFER 372-2701 ASK FOR
JOHN
79 White Chevy Monza New tranemlesion
New dutch New tires AM-FM Cassette
stereo Asking $1500 but negotiable Call
372-5178

FURNITURE
TABLES. CHAIRS. DINETTE
SETS, BEDS ALL IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
AND REASONABLE DELIVERY AND SETUP
POSSIBLE CALL 8930142

For Sets 2 Whltesnake Tickets
Reasonable Price Cal Gary 352-2203
FOR SALE VCR Football Game $30. TVVCR
Stand $25 Cal Steve at 354-1784

Whitman Park Saddle (Engtrsh) Connelly shortline graphite water ski Cal Marshall 354 5319

"BON JOVT' AND HIS COUSIN
HAPPY HALLOWEEN'
FROM YOUR SECRET ADMIRERS IN 421?

FOR RENT
1 or 2 female roommates needed lo sublease
Urge 2 bdrm apt Becky 354-3445 or
3522429

WANTED

Need one female roommate for spring
semester Close to campus. Price negotiable
Cal 364-8702
Used IBM PC computer (or clone) and-or letter
quaWy printer 372-7752

2 bdrm fum apt Close to campus for 1988
Spring Semester-aval mid Dec 1-287-3341
2 female roommates wanted to sublease E
Merry apt Spring Semester Rent $146 per
month. Semester Break rent tree
Cal
354-7502
3 lemates looking lor 4th nonsmoking roommate lor Spring Semester 6th and High For
more info Cal Laura (354-4135)
A TWO PERSON FURNISHED APT.
AVAILABLE FOR SUBLEASE SPRING 1 SUMMER SEMESTERS. GOOD LOCATION. $100 A
MONTH. CALL 154-1146 AFTER 5:00 PM
Apartment lor rent Spring Semester. 2 bdrm .
10 yds from campus Male. $526 per
semeater Cal Tom 352-1402 Leave a
message it not home

DISPATCH TRAINEE
Wa wB train the right parson for a pert time
position Apply at Tn State Expedited. 27228
Glenwood R . Parryaburg. OH

For Rent
Etvta Costume lor Haaoween

For Sublease 1 bdrm. apt. Fourth St Aval immed Call 354 5318

NA Of CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
(WAY TO 00 EARS.)
A.E.K.D.B.

ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Men & Women)
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wa be accepting appaca
Sons for apprenticeship from November SO,
1N7 through December 11, 1M7. Applca
ttona wB be available at the Apprenticeship
Training Center. 803 Urne City Road, Rosslord.
Ohio (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
p.m., Monday through Friday. If you are at
toast 18 years of age, have successfully completed one year of high school algebra or a poet
high school algebra course, or G£0 and are in
good health, you qualify to apply for said Program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
Recruitment, selection, employment and tracing ol appr entices ie done without diecnminahon
due to race, refcgion color, national origin or
sex.

THE EVENT TO WAIT FOR
"MONMOUTHDUO"
DEC 4.1987

EXOTIC DANCERS
WANTED FOR NEW CLUB IN TOLEDO
BtO MONEY EASY HOURS
CALL (1)472-8485

THE ITH ANNUAL UPTOWNOOWNTOWN
HALLOWEEN BLAST, SATURDAY OCTOBER
St
COSTUME CONTEST 4 FREE T-SHIRTS
FOR THE FIRST 100 PEOPLE

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SUPPORT
MATT JENNINGS
IN THE IFC PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 9TH
PHI ALPHA
THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SIGMA WOULD
UCE TO CONGRATULATE BROTHER SCOTT

Please print youi ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

LIFEGUARDS
Gel your summer Job mad up early > Certified
Meguarda needed tor al ehifta If interested.
contact Jetystone Camp Resort. 3392 S.R.
82. Mantua. Ohio 44255

Vole
Donald
PONO
POND
POND
B G S.U Student tor City Councl
Tuea, Nov 3. 1987

HELP WANTED

Support CHILD Related Social
Services a ADULT Protective
Services Vote YES, Tues Nov. 3

HIRING! Government robe - your area.
$16.000-$68.000 Cal (602) 838-8885 EXT
4244

FOR SALE
Light Blue Honda Accord (1982) Good
conrjmon--naw brakes new struts new wiring,
S new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
Cal 353-7020 Aak for Rob

Female rmte. needed for spring &-or remaining
Fal Sem Fum E Merry apt Avail Immed I'm
commuting, cal 893 8058 alter 6 PM

STEPHANIE ANDREWS
Happy Birthday Youngster' Hope you have a
great one
By the way-I won the bet"
Love, Tracy

HIRING' Government fobs • your aree
S'5.000 $68,000 Cal (602) 838 8885 EXT
4244.

UAO WISHES EVERYONE A
"AHPPY HALLOWEEN"!
WEAR YOUR COSTUMES TO
"THE EXORCIST' -8 4 10 PM
"THE OMEN "-MIDNIGHT
AT 210 MATH SCIENCE. AND
PAY 11.00 ADMISSION
INSTEAD OF S1.SO
FRIDAY S SATURDAY ONLYII

2 dependable peraons needed to aubleaaa a
2 bdrm. apt. spring semester. S140 each e
month. 1SS-2S07

SKI VAIL - JAN 3-9
onry»21»
Includes Six raghta in Condo.
Four day Mi ticket
Roundtrlp transportation
On Location Activities
More Into Cal Todd 372-1849

The Alpha Xl's wish the Sigma era's the beat ol
luck with Derby Deys' We're psyched lor it"

Total number ol days to appear.

TO MY FAVORITE COLOR. GREEN
I HOPE YOU HAVE FUN TOMORROW AND
ALWAYS OOCTOfl 8.T.O.
LOVE, YOUR CONVICT (JAIL SWEET JAIL)

SCOTT HARBAUGH
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
YOUR SECRET ADMIRER

PREPAYMENT is required for aM nonumversity related business and mdtvHjuals

Dates Ol Insertion .

LoveLI' Kappa Kan

PM Tau EDO-teem
Thanks lor an egg citing time at the egg
stravaganza. We know you guya would have
won (with a dozen eggs to spare possible' HA
HA). Too bed one of us was too sober to enpy
the occasion! Next time we'H watch out lor
those bear bongs and bleacher attacks Hope
you're looking lorward lo the tea
Love.
Your Gamma Phi Beta Coaches

HAPPY HALLOWEEN EVERYONE!
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication, 4 p.m.
( The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

Name,
Address
.
Social Security # or Account #

To my Big Kappa KatyI'm psyched to be your little'
Thanks for everything!

TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY GAIN
VALUABLE MARKETING EXPERIENCE WHILE
EARNING MONEY CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR SPRING BREAK TRIPS TO FLORIDA • ST PADRE
ISLAND. TEXAS CALL CAMPUS MARKETING
AT 1-800-282-8221

HALLOWEEN HAPPY HOURS

Hello, Hello Sisters of Delta Zeta
DZ'DZ'DZ'What a Wonderful Idea. A Delta
Zeta Sraterhood! Let's do Happy Hours the way
only Delta Zetas know how" See you tonight
■xtasii

Delta Zeta Zee s Ate the BEST Pledges Around!
DZ"0Z"DZ"0Z"DZ"0Z"0Z"

To Clara from the Brothers of Delta UpeUon
Sorry to see you go. Its been great having you
as our cook. Thanks for everything"

TODDLES WE LOVE YOUI
TODDLES WE LOVE YOUI
TOODLES WE LOVE YOUI

Phi Delta Theta

Happy Anniversary
Shmrela and Saga
Your friends- BID

CONGRATULATIONS TO JOHN PANASE,
KAPPA SIGMA BROTHER OF THE WEEK.
WAY TO 00 PANCAKES.FA.E.K.D.B.

00 FOR IT!
WE'RE BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAY.
LOVE,
YOUR PHI MU SISTERS

Ttrjene.
Why don't we rust say that ttiis is our one year
anniversary ol the Start lo it all TIM certainty
has been the Sme ol my He! And I wouldn't let
go of Ns tor anything So whan la the big day
gonna be. so I can take you on a honeymoon In
parediee Can't wart ta Spring Break' Have a
very erotic HaSowaan! II love you foreverl
Love Always.
Tooga

FRIDAY, OCTOBER JOTH
HAPPY 21st
HALLOWBIRTHDAY "!

DAWN ADAMS.

The Tradition continues Delta Zetas and the
Dana partying on Haaoween i What a tea INS wa
ball

TO: MY MAGNIFICENT PAQAN BEAST
FOR: ALWAYS BEING RIOHTI
I LOVE YOUI
YOUR LITTLE LOVE MUFFIN

Ocl 3181. 1987
Halloween Party
Free refreshments
COCO Lounge
Sponsored by COCO 1 WSA

HAIR BOWS - 40% OFF
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge

Congratulations Dells on winning the AGOTTKA lootbal tourney! Wa had a great time
Tuesday night and coaching Sunday, but
you're not through yell Good Luck winning the
Al-Sports trophy!
Love, your Gammer coaches
Chechi we didn't forget you guys (uat slow

RATES: per ad are 65' pef lme Si 95 minimum
50* extra per ad for bold type
Approxrmately 35-45 spaces per Imo

JON FELTON 1 KEVIN MCORATH
CONGRATULATIONS" YA'LL SURVIVED THE
DO ruDNAPM THANKS FOR MAKING THIS
YEAR'S KIDNAP THE BEST!'
JON-HOPE WE DIDN'T DAMAGE YOUR KNEE
TOO MUCH NEXT TIME STICK TO THE HAY'!
LUV. JENNY S USA

Gamma Phi Little Jan Ban Gamma Phi
Are you wondering who I mi?
Vary soon you wa And out.
I can't wait for the Big Hunt
Because you wB be so surprised1
I love my ittle'
-Your Big???

COME PLAY THE FRIENDSHIP GAME
WITH US AT POLLYEYES
WARSTEWER, LOWENBRAU > GREAT FUN
440 E COURT 352-9638

The BG News

John
Why don't we TAKE A CHANCE, and be frienda
•oaln!

Fiji Coaches
Soon, Matt, Pate, Oary
Thartka for being eggatrorrjnary coaches Your
FLU breakfast of champions inspired us for a
morning of sparing and egg throwing.
Love. Your KD Eggsters

$950
354-4852

Joe Leonard
Let's qurl playing games I'm dying to teat to you
In person, so II be in touch eoon.
Love,
the woman In pink
PS II be worm me wait I guarantee it

The sisters of Delta Zeta would Ike lo wlah
everyone a Happy Haaoween1 Have fun
BQSU '

mam

ON HIS ENGAGEMENT TO OINA PER-

352-0540

Frazee Are. Apt. tor sublease or 2 rmmetes.
Avail Immed. or Spring Sem-Call aoonl
351-1120 or 354-4410
LOOKING FOR NEW LIVING
ARRANGEMENTS?
You can have your own bedroom or ahwe it with
a Mend It interested please cal Carole at
3529635
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY-HEAT FREE
CALL 353-8806
REMEMBER THE DEC GRADS WHO NEED
YOUR HELP? PLEASE CALL 363-0303
Room lor Rent-Aval. Immediately
neighborhood 354-1084 ettor 4 PM

Quiet

Roommate needed to sublease 2 bedroom apt
$226 a month OTStfee paid 362-2420
Two females needed to sublease Haven Houae
Spring Semester Cal Ton! or Suzanne
354-3070

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
[Second SemesterTeasesI
•

i «••»••••

!■■■■•■■■

*

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
392-9135

Hr»: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

The BG News Magazine
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'Headless biker' unsolved legend
by Greg Conncl

^

For all the reflected headlights and passing trains that cause people to believe in
ghosts, ghostbuster Richard Gill will never forget his first and only unexplained investigation.
Cill heard the story of Elmore, Ohio's headless motorcycle rider in 1968, when he was
doing research for a folklore class as an English major at the University.
According to the legend, a soldier who was discharged from the army after World War
I spent his discharge bonus on a motorcycle to ride home to the girl he planned to marry.
But when he got to her parents' farmhouse, she told him she was engaged to another
man.
Furious, he ran from the house, jumped on his new motorcycle and took off down the
road. About one-quarter of a mile from the house, the road makes a sharp left and then
goes over a bridge. The soldier made the turn, but lost control of his motorcycle and
went off the side of the bridge.
The next day his decapitated body and the wreckage of the bike were found, but his
head and the motorcycle's headlight were never recovered.
It is said that if you go to the edge of the bridge on March 21, the anniversary of his
death, you can call the headless motorcycle rider by flashing your headlights three times
and honking your horn three times. A headlight will appear down the road, tum the corner, and disappear over the side of the bridge.
Mar. 21,1968, Gill and a friend (who has asked to remain anonymous) from the nowdefunct Tan Kapa Epsilon fraternity decided to look for headless motorcycle rider. They
set a still camera, a motion picture camera, an infrared camera used for detecting heat
sources, a tape recorder, and an ultrasound recorder to capture higher-pitched sounds,
all at the edge of the bridge, and then summoned the ghost by flashing the lights and
honking the hom of Gill's car as prescribed.
"A light appeared at the farmhouse, moved down the driveway, down the road, and
disappeared in the middle of the bridge," Gill said.
Gill's friend then tied a string across center the bridge and they summoned the ghost
again. Although the light appeared as before, the string was not broken. Gill said his
friend then went to the far side of the bridge and stood in the middle of the road, and Gill
called the ghost a third time.
"I saw the light appear and disappear as it had before and I waited for my friend to
come back. When he didn't return I went across the bridge to look for him," he said.
Gill said he found his friend in a ditch by side of the road. He was unconscious and badly beaten.
"His right arm was ripped up and he had cuts and bruises all over his face. He had no
recollection of what had happened to him. By now I was really scared. I was ready to
leave," Cill said.
Friday/Thorn Krouse

BG ghostbuster explains
things that go bump in the night
by Greg Conncl

explained in earthly terms.
"I investigated a poltergeist in Fostoria
where the dishes were flying out of the
Who ya Gonna Call? Believe it or not,
kitchen cupboard and across the room. As
Bowling Green has its own ghostbuster,
I investigated I found out the phenomenon
but he said his experience has taught him
not to believe in ghosts.
occured at the same time every day — the
same time a train ran by about one-half
Richard Gill, staff sergeant at the Ohio
mile away," Gill said.
National Guard Armory, 212 E. Wooster
St., has investigated approximately 200
As it turned out, the house was sitting on
parapsychological phenomena since 1968. a bedrock and the vibrations from the train
shook the house just enough to make cup"People call me because I'm known
board doors open and the dishes fly.
around here. After all, who do you call
"The people who owned the house
when you have a ghost?" he said. "1 don't
moved the cupboard to a different part of
advertise and 1 refuse to accept payment
the kitchen and all poltergeist phenomena
for my services. I've found the people who
go out of their way to get famous from this stopped,"he said.
When drivers on a freeway near Elyria
are fakes."
reported a pulsating light that appeared in
- - -GUI said 99 percent of thti atet-can.be - - -■SerGhortbuiter. page 12

In spite of his injuries, Gill's friend was not ready to give up. He convinced Gill to bring
his car across the bridge. He parked just before the farmhouse, facing the bridge. And
again they blinked the lights and honked the hom.
"I saw the light start between the farmhouse and the bam. It came at us and I gunned
the car. You'd be suprised how fast a 1965 Rambler American can go. I had to slow down
to make the tum and as I did the light caught up to us. It passed through us as we got to
the edge of the bridge.
That was the most scared I've ever been in my entire life," Gill said. "My friend wanted
to do some other experiments, but I was driving so we kept going. "
The still camera, the movie camera, and the standard tape recorder provided no proof
of the incidents, but the ultrasound recorder picked up a high-pitched humming noise,
and the infared camera photographed a white streak, which would indicate the movement a heat source of some kind.
Soon after the incident. Gill left the area to serve in the army in Vietnam. He returned
in 1972, and has tried, "at least 10 times over the years," to summon the ghost but it has
never returned, he said.

Take-apart
bears
..page 4

L New cartoon:
'Ace'
1 ...page 7

L
|
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Parade, party offered as
trick-or-treat alternative
by Caroline Ungcr
There is an alternative to trick-or-treating for children up to age 13.
Though trick-or-treat is scheduled for Oct 31 from 6-8 p.m., it is hoped that some 500
costumed children will participate in the Calithumpian parade and the following party instead, said Jamey Prowant, chairperson of the event sponsored by the Order of Demolay.
The organization is a youth fraternity within the Mason.
"We are planning the event as a safe alternative to trick-or-treating so kids can have
fun without getting into trouble or getting hurt," said Prowant.
"Parents like it because they know it is safe. They know where their kids are and they
don't have to worry about razor blades in the candy," he said. "We are also trying to
eliminate the idea of 'give me a treat or I'll trick you,' smashing pumpkins and all that"

Any Medium
13" One-Item Pizza

FOR ^i^
ONLY Eitraaam
^»#

PLUS 2 FREE
12 OZ. CANS OF POP

Tl> nek

FREE DELIVERY

WITH THIS
COUPON

One Coupon Per Pizza

PHONE 352-5166
Open 4 p.m.

OK 090

Styk* Eit'O

Expires
12/31/87
aji.C.'t Oldest and Fined Pliterla

m

MS ami a*J

The parade was founded in 1948 by Modem Woodmen Life Insurance and was revived
by the Order of Demolay six years ago after being absent since 1975, said Prowant, a
1987 Bowling Green High School graduate who participated in the event at age two.
Festivities begin at 6 p.m. when the parade begins its trek from the parking lot at State
Home Savings, 300 S. Main St., to the junior high school, 215 W. Wooster St. where
there will be "a huge party for the little kids," Prowant said.
At the party, costumes will be judged, refreshments served and bags of Halloween
candy will be handed out, he said.
"Next year we want to have a dance for the older kids," Prowant said. "We want to get
rid of Halloween without getting rid of the Halloween spirit"
The party ends at 8:30 p.m. and will be followed by "Witches Wagon" sponsored by
the Modem Woodmen, he said. After 9 p.m., random party participants will be phoned
and if they are home to receive the call, rather than out trick-or-treating, the wagon will
come to their house to deliver a prize.
Assistant Chief of Police Capt Thomas Votava said "The parade and party provide a
safe alternative for trick-or-treating but trick-or-treating will go on in the city."
Though he credits older children with having "the common sense for staying out of
trouble," he added that "there is a greater risk for accidents and vandalism when you
have a lot of young people on the streets."
Besides increasing the number of officers on the streets on the Hallowed Eve, Votava
said parents have been urged by the department to check the treats their children receive
and to report anything suspicious and organizations such as the Order of Demolay will be
monitoring the events of the evening.
"In the past it has been a relatively safe, fun night for children. We haven't had major
problems," Votova said. "Halloween is an excellent time for young children to have a
great time and to build a lot of memories."

CALL 372-8909
BGSU Recycling Project
122 Hayes Hall
Funded by OHka of Liner rVovanttori and ••cycling
Ohio Dapl. o* Natural RMOWCOS; Rkhsrd f. CeleUe Governor.

'Let's Be Utter Free in BG

What is it?
If you can identify this object,
you could win a $15 gift
certificate from Stingers Cafe,
1414 E. Wooster. (Does not
include tax, gratuity, or alcoholic
beverages).
Drop your answers in the entry
box located in the BG News
editorial office, 210 West Hall.
Entries are due by Wednesday,
Nov. 4 at 2 p.m. The winning
entry will be named at that time.
If more than one correct entry is
received, a drawing will be held
to determine the winner.
Employees of BGSU Student
Publications are not eligible.
Limit one entry per person.

Correction
An error was made in the Oct. 23 issue of Friday Magazine. In the page 2 story
"Peace movement has new goals." the origins and goals of the Progressive Student
Organization (PSO) were incorrectly stated.
The organization was not derived from the Peace Coalition, but was formed independent of any campus organization. According to advisor Errol Lam, the PSO's
goal is to "pursue progressive student issues" including, but not limited to, divestment of University Foundation funds in South Africa.

Sponsored by

Friday
The BG News Magazine
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Last week's winner was Judy Shiple. who correctly identified the
object as a tree irunk (wrapped (or protection). Her name was
chosen in a drawing o( all correct entries. Tied for best wrong
entry: "Crepe paper'' and "paper straw."

ENTRY FORM

Name
Address
Phone Number.
What is it?.
^'sMilittfialitffl^t11'l.lii'i'lfi rfrn
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Howloween:
Werewolves' disease is painful
by Thorn Krouse
Editor's note: The following is a fictional
account oflycanthropy based on research
of cinema and literature accounts of the
disease.
Alex Crowley is a werewolf. He's been
une for the past six years, keeping it a
closely guarded secret known only to his
parents. After all. his mother was the one
who attacked him, handing down the curse
from mother to son.
Alex's parents were taken to going out
once a month, 'for a night of dining and
dancing,' as his father put it. Alex thought
it peculiar that the night they chose wasn't
a particular weekend, but always seemed
to be the night of the full moon. And they
never seemed to return the same night: or
at least, he never heard them come home.
Alex's curiosity couldn't be satisfied until
he discovered why they chose such a night.
He had a theory, but everyone knew werewolves didn't exist.
And so Alex followed his parents' car
with his own, and being careful not to be
discovered, he soon learned that 'dinner
and dancing' were held in the forest at the
edge of town. More puzzled than ever, he
became careless as he searched among the
trees for his parents. Instead of him finding
them, his mother found him.
At least the earrings that this beast wore
belonged to his mother.
The she-thing lept at Alex from a tree
limb and brought him to the ground. He
was vaguely aware of an aroma that reminded him of the lion house at the city zoo.
As he struggled with the creature, he realized that it was somewhat feminine in
shape, if one could see past all the fur. But

he had no time for idle gazing, if he was to
remain alive. This canine beast sought to
give him a love bite that he wouldn't live to
show the guys in the locker room after gym
class.
The she-wolf struck, but Alex spoiled
her aim and gasped in pain as her snout
hammered into his shoulder. Reaching
frantically above his head, he found a
heavy branch on the forest floor, and
grappled at it with desperate, outstretched
fingers. With as much force as he could
gather, he brought the club down across
the she-thing's forehead, and squirmed out
of her grip. He got in one more swing at
the wolfs forearm, then turned to run. He
did not stop until he reached his car, but
heard the eerie howling of wolves drift
across the countryside.
Sleep came slowly that night as he lay in
bed trying to desbelieve what had happened. The thing that attacked him
couldn't be his mother, but it had been
wearing her earrings...
The next morning he was prepared with
a 'pit bulldog attack' story to explain his
wounded shoulder, but he forgot all about
that when he saw his mother's bruised
forehead and arm. She noticed the look in
his eye and asked what was wrong. He told
her. and confronted with the truth, he accompanied his parents into the woods at
the next full moon...
Have you ever wondered about what actually happens when man transforms into
wolf? How does one werewolf turn others
into werewolves?
After being bitten by his mother, Alex
became a victim of LYCANTHROPY. a
virus that is transmitted by the bite of a
werewolf. And at every full moon Alex
undergoes the legendary transformation
■See Werewolf, page 12.

HALLOWEEN

DRY DOCK
PINK FLOYD PARTY CARAVAN
TUESDAY NOV. 10TH
Bus Leaves for Detroit at 6:00 p.m.

SAT OCT. 31

Live Band: The Living End
Costume Party: Prize Giveaways

$3900
Included Features:

i *

***ci ox*

Roundtrip Deluxe Transportation
PREFERRED Group Seating
Music Tours Escort
Tickets and Information Available At Finders

FREE ADMISSION
9 pm to l am
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possibility for next season. "We are trying
to pursue the idea right now," she said.
Wright explained that several area Ohio
State Fans inquired about a scarlet and
gray bear.
She said that if the plan goes through,
OSU fans would probably be offered a Michigan Wolverines bear, as that seems
more logical. "1 don't think anyone would
want to tear up their own colors," she said.
Wright added that the company would
research rivalries between several colleges,
and that production of I IT and BCSU
bears would be possible.
Dismembears seem to be very popular
with college students, according to Wright.
She said that a lot of the bears were sent
out to students around finals time, when
stress is high.
Wright said, "I think the bear is a great
stress reducer. We've discovered that it is
just so silly that when somebody rips it up
they start laughing and whatever was upsetting them before doesn't seem so important any more. And the velcro is great
because it sounds like you're really tearing
the bear to shreds."
The bear was originally intended for
adults, but Wright said that some have
found other uses for it than just as a silly

Dismember your dismembear and relax
else.
In the beginning Wright and Lewis made
the bears by hand, but after making 150,
they decided to have them manufactured.
The decision came after they received 70
orders for bears last Christinas. They were
just getting started with their company,
which they call "Of Two Minds," when the
Dismembear was chosen to appear on the
'Tonight Show" last August. Wright said
that the Dismembear was brought to the
"Tonight Show" after it appeared at the
annual "Fad Fair" run by Ken Hakuda.
Hakuda made millions of dollars with his
invention of "Wacky Wall Walkers," which
have been marketed by several breakfast
cereal companies.
Wright said that Hakuda, also known as
"Dr. Fad," is one of the sources the "Tonight Show" uses for its "new products"
segment Among the things accepted from
Hakuda was the bear.
After the bear's appearance on the
"Tonight Show," Wright and Lewis
received several inquiries from people as
far away as Texas and California. Wright
said that the company got quite a few sales
from the exposure.
"We received one letter that was addressed to 'Deb, the lady whose bear was on
Carson, Dublin, Ohio'," Wright said, "and
it reached us in three days, while a letter
with an incorrect zip code was delayed."
She said that being mentioned on the
"Tonight Show" opened up a chance for
expansion in the future.
Wright said that bears with the school
colors of rival college football teams are a

by trcndi Young
Feeling stressed out' Not sure whether
to hug that teddy bear or rip out its stuffings? You need a"Dismembear".
What started out as a joke has become a
moneymaking enterprise for two Dublin,
Ohio women. About a year and a half ago,
Becky Wright gave her friend Deborah
Lewis a teddy bear that could literally be
torn to pieces.
Since then Dismembears have been displayed at an exposition show known as the
"Fad Fair," have been written about in
newspapers across the nation and demonstrated in a "new products" segment on
the "Tonight Show."
Dismembears were invented thanks to
one of their co-workers at the On Line
Computer Library Center in Dublin,
Wright said that several employees of the
OCLC brought teddy bears into the workplace to soften the high-tech environment.
A co-worker invited Wright and Lewis to
hug her new bear whenever they needed
to. Wright said, "Afterwards, Deb said that
sometimes the only way to really feel better
is to rip one of those little things apart.
She said that she would feel guilty about
destroying one though, because you can't
say you're sorry to a pile of fluff." So
Wright created the first Dismembear.
Wright bought a small teddy, cut off its
head and arms, and sewed velcro over the
openings. Now Lewis was able to tear up a
bear without feeling guilty. Wright said
that Lewis loved it — and so did everybody

Greeks to help Sunshine Home
byH«ldlHundobl«

On Halloween many people across the
country will open their doors to a princess,
astronaut cowboy, indian or even a bluefaced Smurf. It will be a time when children will fulfill their fantasies as they are
given the chance to portray their favorite
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gift. A woman from Columbus ordered
bears for her niece and nephew, who are
both blind.
"She said that the children can work it
like a puzzle, and the different textures,
like the velcro and the fur, help them fine
tune their sense of touch." Wright said.
Wright said that nurses visiting the Fad
Fair told she and Lewis that the bear could
help as a therapy for people with perception problem, like which paw goes on
which side. She said that others have told
them that children with burns to their
hands could also benefit from the bear as a
way to rebuild their small motor functions.
Since officially starting the company,
Wright and Lewis have sold 300 bears.
Though their first production of 1000
bears is on its way from the factory, "Of
Two Minds" is being run at a slow pace.
Wright said, "We would like to expand,
but we are also trying to do this without
losing our respective shirts. We want to
carry it as far as we can go."
The bear is available for $22 plus shipping and handling, and usually takes four
to six weeks for delivery by UPS. Orders
may be sent to: Of Two Minds. P.O. Box
1053, Dublin, Oh 43017.

Not

Pagiiai's

VJ'

a w ;h other

d-scounts

352-7571

characters or figures.
The children of the Sunshine Children's
Home in Maumee have these dreams, too.
But in addition to being "severely and profoundly retarded," said Douglas Siebender, the volunteer coordinator for the
home, many are also physically impaired
and need wheelchairs or braces around
their limbs to help them move about
Some are unable to speak or walk without
the help of others.
The 80 residents of the home, all under
18, will have a chance again this year to
celebrate Halloween as many other children across the country will, thanks to the
members of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
and Sigma Chi fraternity.
The two organizations will offer the children from the Sunshine Home a place to
come to ask for treats and participate in a
Halloween party.
The sorority and fraternity have sponsored the party for the past two years and
"look forward to their third," said Stephanie Utiss, an Alpha Gamma Delta
member and special education major.
Kim Syfer, the party's coordinator and a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta, said "I get
such a special feeling inside when I see one
of them smile.
"I remember last year a Sigma Chi put
this hideous hat on and was clowning
around with the kids. It wasn't his clowning that made me feel so good — I
wouldn't expect him to do something like
that. It brings out the best in so many of
us, and that's what gives me such a special
feeling inside," Syfer said.
Karen Catanzarite, Alpha Gamma Delta
president, said "It gives us a chance not
only to help the kids, but also to see a
different side of the guys (fraternity members). They are so sensitive with the kids,"
she added.
Syfer said although the party would not
be held until Nov. 8 because of scheduling
conflicts, "the children will enjoy themselves aithey havejn the past,"..... _,
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Take the numbers test
by Pan Phf»
CHART 1
1:AJS
2:BKT

3:CLU
4:DMV
5:ENW
6:F0X
7:GPY
8:HQZ
9:IR

Orange - Encouragement, Adaptability,
Stimulation, Attraction, Plenty, Kindness
Yellow - Persuasion, Charm, Confindence, Jealousy, Joy, Comfort
Green - Finance, Fertility, Luck, Energy,
Charity, Growth
Blue - Transquility, Understanding,
Patience, Health. Truth, Devotion, Sincerity

The first thing you need to do determine
what kind of person you are is a piece of
paper and a pencil. Write down the name
that you most commonly use for yourself.
If you use your middle name for your first
then that's the name you would use. The
best way illustrate to another person how
to do numerology is to use an example, so
lets use JOHN DOE.

Indigo - Changeability, Impulsiveness,
Depression, Ambition, Dignity
Violet - Tension, Power, Sadness, Piety,
Sentimentality

For each letter of your name write down
the corresponding number from Chart 1.
Then add the numbers together.
JOHNDOE
1685465=35

CHART2

Rose- Strength, Love, Leadership,
Judgement, Arbitration, Respect
Gold- Joy, Cheer, Hope, Happiness,
Communication, Counseling

IRed
20range
3 Yellow

4 Green
5 Blue
6 Indigo
7 Violet
8 Rose
9 Gold
CHART3
Red- Strength, Health. Vigor. Sexual,
Love, Danger, Charity

Basic numerology uses numbers to
determine the color a person would be,
and the color would indicate the type of
person you are. This layout is an example
of a simple way to determine the type of
person you are. You can use it at parties,
or with a group of friends just for the fun of

After finding the total subtract 9 from it
and continue subtracting 9 until your total
is between 1 and 9. From that total find
the corresponding color from Chart 2.
Then go to Chart 3 to see what type of personality that color symbolizes.
35-9=26-9= 17-9 =8 total
8=Rose.
Have fun and may the numbers add up
to what you want!!!!

Transylvania U
is not amused
by Mike Embry
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Hallmark is selling blood-spattered Halloween T-shirts emblazoned "Transylvania University," and the real-life
school of the same name says it has
been treated to an "unconscionable
trick."
The 207-year-old university has
sent a letter asking that Hallmark
pull the shirts from store shelves.
Diane Wall, manager of product
information at Hallmark Cards of
Kansas City, Mo., said Wednesday
the company had not received the
letter and had no immediate response to the request, but she promised a prompt answer.
"No (Hallmark) product is created
with the intention of harming
anyone," she said, adding that she
hadn't realized there was a real
Transylvania University.
■ See Transylvania, page 12.
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Doubles
Two pizzas for one special price
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FREE DELIVERY
1448 E. WOOSTER ST.
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

354-1001

Domino's Pizza Doubt**
Two 10" one-item pizzas • * 6.25
Two 12" one-item pizzas - • 8.65
Two 14" one-item pizzas - *11.50
Delux* Pizza Doubt*i
Two 10" deluxe pizzas - * 9 10
Two 12" deluxe pizzas • "12.85
Two 14" deluxe pizzas - "16.75

(Deluxe includes: Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers,
and Sausage)

352-1539

1616 E Wooster. Greenwood Centre
Free Delivery from 11 AM daily
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Green Peppers, Ground Beet.
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Cheese. Green Olives, Black Olives,
Hot Peppers, Pineapple, Extra Thick
Crust
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Friday/Paul Vcrnon

Currents gallery offers something for all tastes
by lita Hull
Friday/Paul Vcrnon
Rosamarie Basilia axaminas a blown
glass bowl to be displayed In her gallery.

It's a crisp fall day with just enough sunshine to make being outside bearable. A
couple of students, freshmen exploring

their new surroundings, walk down Wooster Street past Currents Gallery on their
way into town.
A glance in the window and they can see
neon sculpture and hand-blown glass

WARNING:
It's Halloween And
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

EMPLOYEES ARE COMING TO LIFE...
Join Us In Your Costume Oct. 30 or Oct. 31
And We Will Give You
20% Off Any Purchase
(Except Text)
University Bookstore
Student Services Building
8-5:00 M-F
9-5:00 Sat.

pieces. They pause a minute while one remarks, "There's nothing in there that I
could afford," then continue on their way.
Rosemarie Basile, the energetic 32-yearold co-owner of Currents, says this is not
the case. She strongly believes in making
fine handmade art objects available to as
many people as possible.
"Not everyone can afford to buy a Picasso or a Van Gogh," she said. "We have
things from $50 to $ 1,000. We want to
reach the student on a budget as well as
the collectors. If everyone couldn't afford
something, I wouldn't be here."
Basile graduated from the University
with a fine arts degree specializing in
metahvork. As a metalsmith, she worked in
Toledo stores repairing jewelry but she
soon grew tired of it
"It was like constantly editing writing
and never being able to write yourself,"
she said.
Basile designs mostly special order
pieces like wedding rings or unusual brooches for gifts. She originally had hoped to
get more of her own work in the store, but
running the place takes most of her time.
Currents opened in October, 1984. It
started as a small display area in Basile's
former studio above Howard's Club H.
"It was kind of a co-op because other
than the campus gallery there was no oUier
place for student artists to display their '
work. My friends would bring in their work
and take turns watching the place," she
said.
Many of the exhibits are done by college
artists. Currents gives them their first taste
of what it is like to work with a gallery.
Basile and her partner Charles Hutchings, who also graduated from the University, did a lot of the work on the gallery
themselves. Hutchings is a construction
technologist who also works with Toledo's
Lathrop Company.
"We gutted the place and spent a lot of
time talking with contractors and interior
designers," Basile said.
The end result is very simple and white.
All of the display cases and shelves can be
moved.
"Whenever we have a new exhibit we
change the (gallery's) whole look. It's never
the same thing. I'm here every day, and if I
get bored with the look of the gallery so
does everyone else," she said.
Basile came to Bowling Green from the
Cleveland area and fell in love with the
■See Currents, page 11.
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Billboard's Top Tens: Records and CDs
(AP) — The following are the top record
hits and leading popular compact discs as
they appear in next week's issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1987, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
HOT SINGLES
l."l Think We're Alone Now" Tiffany
(MCA)
2."Causing a Commotion" Madonna
(Sire)
3."Mony Mony" Billy Idol (Chrysalis)
4.' I .ittlf Lies" Fleetwood Mac (Warner
Bros.)
5."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)
6."The Time of My Life" Bill Medley &
Jennifer Warnes (RCA)
7."Breakout" Swing Out Sister (Mercury)

Bros.)
6."Brilliant Disguise" Bruce Springsteen
(Columbia)
7.'The Time of My Life" Bill Medley &
Jennifer Wames (RCA)
8."Valerie" Steve Winwood (bland)
9."Thafs What Love Is All About" Michael Bolton (Columbia)
10."Reservations for Two" Dionne &
Kashif (Arista)
BLACK SINGLES
l.'Xovin' You" The O'Jays (P.I.R.)
2."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)

(Columbia)
2."A Momentary l.apse of Reason" Pink
Floyd (Columbia)
3."Nothing Like the Sun" Sting (A&M)
4."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)
5."Document" R.E.M. (I.R.S.)
6."Lonesome Jubilee" John Cougar Mellencamp (Mercury)
7."HoW Your Fire" Rush (Mercury)
8."Big Generator" Yes (Atco)
9."Abbey Road" The Beatles (Capitol)
10.'"Dirty Dancing" Soundtrack" (RCA)

3." You and Me Tonight" Deja (Virgin)
4."Angel" Angela Winbush (Mercury)
5 'Heart of Gold" Bert Robinson (Capitol)
6."Don't Go" Marlon Jackson (Capitol)
7."I Wonder Who She's Seeing Now"
The Temptations (Motown)
8."Skeletons" Stevie Wonder (Motown)
9."Can You Dance" Shanice Wilson
(A&M)
10."My Love Is Deep" Lace (Wing)
TOP POP COMPACT DISCS
1.'Tunnel of Love" Bruce Springsteen
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Music
8."Brilliant Disguise" Bruce Springsteen
(Columbia)
9."Let Me Be the One" Expose (Arista)
lO.'lt's a Sin" Pet Shop Boys (EMIManhattan)
TOP LP'S
1 ."Tunnel of Love" Bruce Springsteen
(Columbia)
2."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)
3.'"Dirty Dancing' Soundtrack"
(RCA)-Platinum (More than 1 million
units sold.)
4."Whitesnake" Whitesnake (Geffen)-Platinum
5."A Momentary Lapse of Reason" Pink
Floyd (Columbia)
6."Hysteria" Def Leppard (Mercury)-Platinum
7."Whitney" Whitney Houston
(Arista)-Platinum
8."The Lonesome Jubilee" John Cougar
Mellencamp (Mercury)-Platinum
9 "The Joshua Tree" U2
(Island)-Platinum
10. "Document" R.E.M. (I.R.S.)
COUNTRY SINGLES
1 "Am I Blue" George Strait (MCA)
2."Love Me Like You Used To" Tanya
Tucker (Capitol)
3."Maybe Your Baby's Got the Blues"
TheJudds(RCA-Curb)
4."I Won't Need You Anymore" Randy
Travis (Warner Bros.)
5. "Crazy From the Heart" The Bellamy
Bros. (MCA-Curb)
6."Lynda" Steve Warmer (MCA)
7."Somebody Lied" Ricky Van Shelton
(Columbia)
8."Tar Top" Alabama (RCA)
9."Only When I Love" Holly Dunn
(MTM)
10."The Last One to Know" Reba
McEntire(MCA)
ADULT CONTEMPORARY SINGLES
1 ."Breakout" Swing Out Sister (Mercury)
2."I've Been In Love Before" Cutting
Crew (Virgin)
3."Don't Make Me Wait For Love"
Kenny G. (Arista)
4. "Candle in the Wind" Elton John
(MCA)
■5."Little Lies" Fleetwood Mac (Warner
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Study Guide:
Term papers made quick and easy
by Christopher J. Dawton
Dawson

Well, it's that time of the year again.
That's right, cold and flu season. Speaking
of dreaded diseases, it's also term paper
season. I caught one about about two

Tofe in Check
weeks ago and no amount of medication or
drugs could shake it, although quite a few
did help me forget about it, at least until I
sobered up
As I write this, I have a paper due in four
days. I haven't even picked a topic yet. Topics really aren't important because if you
follow my advice today, you'll be able to
write a paper on any topic. Problems occur
when a teacher assigns a topic to the whole
class. That can be overcome.

The important thing to remember in
that situation is to go to every library
within a 100-mile radius and take out ALL
books related to the topic. This gives you
control of all the sources of research, insuring you a good grade because only you
can do any research.
According to all of those "How-To"
books on writing term papers, you should
spend every waking moment researching
your topic and writing your paper. That's
baloney.
I have yet to meet anyone who has actually begun their paper when it was assigned. I think the clear majority waits for a
while, say until a week before the paper is
due, before they think about starting the
paper. There is an exception to this. If the
teacher will give extra credit for early
papers, do it. Even a bad paper can look
respectable with a few extra credit points.
Okay, it's now a week until the paper is
due. It was assigned a month ago. Let's
■See Term Paper, page 9.
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Term Paper
■ (Continued from page 8)
start! First, go to the library. This is where
research and note-taking take place. Put
those note-cards down! Only wimps use
notecards.
The use of those stupid cards is stressed
by every "How-To" book. Why? Because
when the author was a student he had to
use those cards. He doesn't want you to
get off easy, so he tells you to use notecards for everything. Don't. Be a child of
technology and photocopy everything. If
you see something good in a book, don't
copy it down by hand. Xerox that sucker!
Sure, it does tend to be more expensive,
but it is faster, more accurate and more efficient.
Another problem with notecards is that
if you lose a few, or if the order is mixed
up, then the paper is doomed — not that it

The whole world knows
the music. Nobody
knows the mon.

« '«■«t Eric Clapton - Robert Cf J\ ^
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won't be anyway.
Get a sheet of looseleaf paper. Run over
to the card catalog and proceed to copy
every entry related to your topic. Now
you're done with the bibliography. Of
course you're really not going to use all of
those books and articles, but an extensive
bibliography looks impressive.
If the opportunity presents itself, cite
some quotes from the authors that you're
not using. This will also make your teacher
less suspicious about the large number of
bibliography entries.
Don't plagiarize. Well. ..okay, if you have
to. If you do, make sure you plagiarize
from a book not in the bibliography and
make sure the book isn't in the University
library. Get it from home, another college
or, preferably, another country. Just make
sure it's untraceable.
Once the research is done it's time to
write the paper. This is the only real bummer because it requires time and actual

Joe & Kelli (Girl not
In pink)
Sean & Donna
Scott & Michelle
Pablo & Suzie
Mike & Shannon
(Ms. Prissy)
Rich & Ami
Mike & Toni
Dan & Pam
Dog Bone & Chuck
Matt & Lisa
Raggedy Candy A_
& Raggedy Ann
Scott & Sally
Chris & Cathy

effort. Use really big words that sound important Invent a few words if you have to,
like people do in Scrabble. If you've never
heard of them or understand them, chances are your teacher hasn't either. The
more impressive-sounding the word, the
higher the grade. Use foreign words but
make sure they are from one of the lesscommon and less-recognizable languages
like Albanian.
It's time for the final step, typing it out.
This is also a bummer because this can be
very time consuming. However, you can
hire people to type for you. When some
people type out their papers they prefer to
use word processors. I don't. There are too
many things that can go wrong with computers, such as the monitor dying or the
printer turning into a shredder and doing
an Ollie North to your 20-page paper
about whale excrement.
Plus, there are some major distractions
with computers, such as being able to put

your paper on hold and switching to a
game. Computers also do papers too well.
Where is the fun in not being able to curse
at your computer for making mistakes? I
prefer typewriters. There is less to go
wrong and the constant mistakes can keep
you going late at night. Usually by the time
I'm halfway through, I'm running on sheer
anger and frustration, crumpling at least
three sheets of paper every 10 minutes,
and using language that would make a
Marine drill instructor blush.
There you have it — advice from the
trenches. With this method, term papers
can be produced faster and easier. Once
these techniques are mastered, any student can write a term paper almost effortlessly. And the important thing is that the
method works.
Dawson is still a freshman, still undecided,
and still from Mentor.
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Residence halls have unique traditions
Editor's note: This is the first of two articles about the history of the dorms on
campus.
by DOT Pharc*
Have you ever heard a conversation like
the following?
"Where do you live?"
"In a five-man in Pounders."
"How can you stand it?"
"I love it! So where do you live?"
"I live in Prout Hall."
"Then you shouldn't complain about my
dorm!"
"First, it's a residence hall not a dorm.
Second at least my residence hall has a

tradition behind it!"
STOP!!!!
Every resident hall has a tradition and
each hall is named for different people who
have affected either this university or education in Ohio. Lets take a look at four
different halls on campus.
Founders was originally designed to
serve as a women's resident hall for 839
freshman. Construction started July 14,
1955, by Knowlten Construction Company
of Bellefontaine and was designed by
Munger, Munger and Associates of
Toledo. The hall was part of a new residence program that cost $7,500,000 and
included Prout Hall and Roger Quadrangle.

During the dedication ceremony in the
summer of 1957, the four wings were
named for the four men who played a
major role in the enactment of legislation
that created Bowling Green Normal
School.
The Lowry wing was named after John
Hamilton Lowry. Lowry sponsored the bill
that included both Bowling Green and
Kent Normal schools and was a member of
the Ohio General Assembly.
The Harmon wing was named after Judson Harmon. He was the governor of Ohio
and was responible for signing the bill.
Mooney was dedicated to Granville W.
Mooney who was the speaker of the Ohio
House of Representatives during the time
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that the bill was being processed.
Treadway was devoted to Francis
Treadway, the president of the Ohio State
Senate at this time.
Kohl Hall was the first residence hall
built for men. Kohl was completed in 1929
and was opened Sept. 18,1929. It accommodated only 162 until an addition was
added in 1962. When it first opened,
double rooms cost $1.50 per week and
broad rooms $4 per week while singles
cost $2 per week. The Commons Dining
Hall that accommodates both Rogers and
Kohl halls was not built until 1963.
Kohl was the first building dedicated to a
faculty member. Dr. Clayton C. Kohl was
the chairman of the Department of Sociology and he was the first chairman of the
committee to plan and administer master's
degrees. Kohl was financed solely by the
selling of revenue bonds.
Harshman Quadrangle was dedicated
Oct 24,1964, at 10:30 a.m. It was part of
a program to double housing capacity on
campus and cost $5.8 million. It had a capacity of 1,400 students with two halls for
men and two halls for women.
The hall itself was dedicated to Dr.
Ralph G. Harshman. Dr. Harshman was
the first dean of Business Administration
and then held the position as University
President from 1961 to 1963.
The four halls were devoted to four
different people who advanced education
and history within the Ohio boundaries.
Dunbar hall was named for Paul L. Dunbar, a black poet from Dayton who advanced the arts of black Americans.
Anderson was dedicated to Sherwood
Anderson. He is an Ohio novelist from
Camder whose best known work is
"Winesburg, Ohio."
The third hall was devoted to Louis
Bromfield who is an Ohio novelist and
conservationist who built Malabar Farm.
Chapman was dedicated to Johnny Appleseed himself, John Chapman. Johnny
Appleseed planted apple orchards over
much of northwestern Ohio.
Conklin Hall was dedicated Oct. 28,
1961, at 10 a.m. although the building itself was opened to residents in January of
that same year. It accommodated 320 upper-classmen and eight fraternities of 48
men each. It cost $2.5 million.
The structure wa& dedicated to Arch B.
Conklin for his role in advancing education in Ohio. He began teaching in Weston
in 1908 after graduating from Weston
High School. In 1914 he received his
bachelor's degree in education. From
1914 to 1918 he was the superintendent of
schools in Waterville. In 1919 he spent two
years as Granville's superintendent. By
1926 he became principal of Bowling
Creen High School.
In 1939 Conklin was invited to become
the first dean of students at the University.
From 1940 to 1955 he took over as adviser
for the University Interfratemity Council.
When he took the position, it only included three local fraternities, by the time
he retired the position there were 12
national fraternities and two local fraternities. He retired in June 1959.
■
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Alex Chilton will make it big
by Bill Hollittcr

He is the Elvis Coslello of the '90s. Just
because you haven't heard of him doesn't
mean Alex Chilton is a nobody. He has
been praised by such greats as U2, R.E.M..
and the Replacements (they even wrote a
song about him entitled — you guessed it.
"Alex Chilton").
Joe Jackson, Lou Reed, and Elvis Costello are seldom threatened with new competition. Until now. Chilton s third and latest
release "High Priest," is likely to put him
up there with the big boys.
On "Make a Little Love," Alex cockily
states that he has arrived on that tragically
hip music scene. He's right.
"High Priest" 's hippest track is a jazzy
fun cover of that tacky old Italian ditty,
"Volare" (yes Mom, it's the same one Ricardo Montalban sold cars with).
"Take It Off" and "Don't Be A Drag" are
downright catchy rockers that wear like

Currents
■(Continued from page 6)
community.
"I like a place where you can still hear
the courthouse clock chime the hour and
the church bells at Christmas," she said.
Although Bowling Green would not be
the first thought in people's minds when it
comes to art, Basile said Currents receives
plenty of support
"I think a lot of people like being able to
see something new close to home. They
don't have to go to Chicago or New York.
If s (the store) destroying the myth that the
only place to find art is in New York," she
added.
Showing people something different is
really what is important to Basile.
"I want people to think. Not everything
that's here has to be safe and saleable. I try
to bring in things like the glass pieces and
sculptures that are going to make people
think. Even if they think they don't like it
at least they took the time to decide.
"I watch people come in and look at
something and then they look again and
then they get a slow smile on their faces.
That's what I want to see," Basile said.
Currents also sponsors poetry readings
in the gallery.
"We usually get between 35 and 55 people, which is pretty good. There are also
short fiction works read as well as poetry,"
she added.
Basile says she wants Currents to become a common ground.
"In Bowling Green there are a lot of isolated groups. The painters don't know the
poets. The poets don't know the glassblowers. The glassblowers don't know the
metalworkers. The readings give them a
chance to get together," she said.
Everything at Currents, including the art
on the walls, the background music and
the poetry readings is there to give both
the students and the community a chance
to experience something different from
what they normally see.
"Education is broadening your horizons,
seeing what's out there. I believe in art by
osmosis — the more you see the more you
understand." Basile said.

iron. "Dalai Lama," "Thing For You," and
"Come By Here" bleed with a style that is
(at the most) rare in todays music scene.
Chilton utters longevity through all of his
work, to the point that one wonders why
the lad hasn't made it yet. He will.
Even though some of Alex's influences
are crystal clear, he manages to add his
own touch to everything he does. This
album alone contains rockin' blues, Italian
folk, R&B, and of course good old rock
and roll, all with that unique Chilton style.
He parallels Joe Jackson in that he does
not identify with one particular style. He
experiments, tries his hand at just about
anything, and most importantly, he enjoys
what he does.
In a day when some unmentionable pop
mega-stars undergo cosmetic surgery to be
more appealing to the masses, it's great to
see someone having some fun trying to
make music instead of just making money.
If you're smart enough to buy "High
Priest," and you have the choice, opt for
the compact disc. It contains 70 minutes of
music, the additional being all six tracks
from Chilton's EP.'Feudalist Tarts," and
both sides of his single,"No Sex Under
Class," for a total of 20 cuts.
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Ghostbuster
■(Continued from page 1)
the woods at night, CHI investigated. He
found that headlights from cars on another
freeway were reflecting off the windows of
an abandoned house in the woods and
causing the beams the drivers were seeing.
Cill said in the vast majority of the cases
he investigates, "nothing happens at all."
"A lot of it can be explained by hysteria

— people see things because they expect
to. When I investigate I go in with cameras
and other equipment to doccument what
happens. I don't even trust my own senses," he said. Cill said he does not believe
in ghosts, but he investigates to find the
logical solutions, which put people's minds
at rest.
Cill said he investigates an average of
two or three cases per year, but that he has
had as many as fifty "during the years
when movies like "Carrie" and "The Exorcist" were popular"

"I guess it was more acceptable to believe in ghosts then. The media shapes a
lot of the way people think about things
like this." Gill said.
The only case he has not been able to

explain, he said, is the first one he investigated — the headless motorcycle rider
of Elmore, Ohio.

Transylvania
■(Continued from page 5)
The black T-shirt has "Transylvania
University" printed in white with small
blood drops. The insignia reads "We Co
For The Throat!" and "E Pluribus Bitum!"
and shows a bat in the middle with the
words "Our Founder."
"We feel this is an unconscionable trick
on us," said Rick Bubenhofer, director of
public relations at the private university.
"They don't appreciate all the positive
things going on here. We feel we deserve
better treatment."
Transylvania University, with an enrollment of about 1.000. was listed in this

week's U.S. News & World Report as one
of the 10 best Southern liberal-arts colleges.
Transylvania is from the Latin for "across the woods." The university was
named for the woods that surrounded it.
Bram Stoker's 1897 novel "Dracula" and
the 1931 film with Bela Lugosi gave the
word ghoulish associations.
"Students have grown accustomed to
Transylvania jokes," said Paul Hillenmeyer, a senior from Maysville, Ky., who is
president of the Student Government Association.

Werewolf

■(Continued from page 3)
that rums him into a ravenous bloodlusting beast.
When it is bme, Alex must seek a place
where he will do no harm to others. There,
in seclusion, his mutation starts with severe headaches, perspiration, and a violent
thirst. His hands, feet, and face begin to
swell, and he has difficulty breathing. He
feels a desperate need to get out of his
clothes and shoes, for he feels claustrophobic and cramped. He longs for the outdoors, which is why he goes far into the
forest.
The moon's gravitational pull, which at
this time is the strongest, causes the for-
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eign vims in his body to become active,
changing him. His headache is accompanied by nausea and cramps. The tightened
muscles make his hands and feet appear to
lengthen. The cramped muscles force him
onto all fours. His mind becomes confused, and he can't keep a straight thought
in his head as he becomes more than an
animal, but less than human. Hyperactive
hair follicles produce abundant hair that
covers him. His mental confusion causes
him to lose all ability for human speech.
Coherent, human thoughts are replaced by
insatiable desires to kill. The soles of his
feet and the palms of his hands harden and
become calloused.
What follows can be seen in a number of
movies, such as 'An American Werewolf in
London'. The werewolf seeks whatever
warm-blooded animal it can kill, including
humans, to feed on. Some time later in the
middle of the night, the werewolf drops
from sheer exhaustion and sleeps until
morning. By that time, the lycanthrope has
returned to human form. Any wounds
received during the night's activities remain, but are easy to ignore because no
pain is felt And the person cannot recall
any memory of the night, either. Perhaps
those are the only two benefits of the
disease.
This account of lycanthropy ignores
some of the more popular manifestations,
such as snouts and pointed ears, which are
impossible from a medical and scientific
point of view. Human bones cannot be
molded and reshaped, which would be
necessary for a snout to form; and the
same goes for for the cartilage of the ears.
Enjoy them in the movie theater, for it is
doubtful they really exist. Perhaps the constant retelling of werewolf tales has added
such details to the legend. And no reliable
source has recorded a lycanthrope. Have
you ever seen Tom Brokaw and Dan
Rather open up the news with a werewolf
story?
Maybe thery're out there. Maybe they're
just legends. If anyone can, I'd welcome
the chance to be proved wrong. I would
much rather be the victim of lycanthropy
than the victim of a lycanthrope. Happy
Halloween.
Krouse is a junior Graphic Design major,
butNOTahKanthnp*
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Fn the 13th Series

Championship Wrestling

Webster

Happening

Mr.

In Prison

Werewolf

New

Star Trek: Next Gener

3 s Co

College Footb all: Florida al Auburn

Movie: "Gung Ho"

12:30

Sportsweekend

The Sheriff

Young

12:00

Movie: "The Great Santim

•Jew:.

Movie:

Star Trek

9:30

West 57th

Lawrence Welk

0D

9:00
Leg Work

A Room With a View

NHL Hockey: Chicago Blackhawks at Toronto Maple Leafs

Adams Chronicles

9 to 5

Movie:

My Sis Sam E Relative

The Search for Houdini

Mama

College Football: Air Force at Bngham Young

| Movie: "Man in the Wilderness

Grapevine

Solid Gold in Concert

Nova

Star Search

Cash Eip.

College Football

0D

The Omen"

PGA Golf:Nabisco Championships ol Golf: Third

Movie. "Close to My Heart'

News

(D

Greai Chefs

College Football: Game to be Announced

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

m
m

Dora

Magic Years NFL s Greatest Moments

SportsCtr
Movie

Front Page

Beauty and the Beast

TMC Movie: "Gung Ho"

CD
CD

Professionals

Vxjeo Hits

ESPN Sports

o
o

My Dept

9:30

Falcon Crest

CBS News

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
12:00
11:30

0)

9:00
Dallas

News

TMC 'The Terminal Man

CD
CD

8:30

Beauty and the Beast

Newsday Coma

ESPS SportsLook

o
o

8:00

PM

CBS News

Hunchback ol Notre Dame

"The Thing" Sign-OB

Magic Years SportsCtr
Movie: "Clue"

Movie

Star Trek: Next Gener

•Halloween III: Season ol the Witch"
Wrestling

Muscle Mag

Awards

Silver Bullet

HOWARD'Sc**H
M.

Jit) \ Main

NO COVER

M.

on
Resumes!
10 FREE printed resumes on quality
paper when we typeset your resume
($2.50 value)

'■']'':.

'Loved by Millions"
Friday & Saturday
October 30-31
-/Vrji up wilh

Ufril bu
III,tti,
JLovJ
b

DCmomyw fisgja
S„i„J„,,. Qthlm 3hi
TONIGHT Ugly Bartender Aixtion
to benelil MS (10:00 p.m.)
Last week to donate
Band updates of BC S
Howards is * IX'siftnjtcd Driver Parttupam

Ont cerWcale per person, per v*rt 10% oft the printing
price o< any camera-ready a'-iii i More man IS paper
satechona (o cnooae from
EipaaeonDele 12-31 07

The Copy Shop
117 E. Court Sl • Bowling Green. OH • 3524066
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON

o
o
o

11:00

11:30
Frontier

North Coast

NOVEMBER 1, 1987

12:00

12:30

SportsCtT

1:00

Meeting Place

Kingdom

Earl Bruce

NFL Football: Tampa vs. Green Bay and Detroit at Denver

Country

Shut-ins

Mass

Replay

NFL Live

Tony Brown

Market

Nova

0D

Newton

OeGrassi

Interests

m

Father Murphy

Scooby and the Boo Brothers

©

WWF Wrestling Challenge

Star Trek: Nexl Gener

ESPN Wk/Sports

TMC Movie:

Hymn Sing

Adam Smith

.

Real People of God

Fifing Line

Great Performances

Candidates 88/M Kalb

Wall Si Wk

Movie: "Breakfast at Titlany s

7:30

8:00

Move

9:00

10:30

Movie: "Echoes m the Darkness"

Movie: "John and the Missus"

11:00

Siskel

Cinema

News

Sports weekend

Murder. She Wrote

Movie:

Echoes in the Darkness

News

Movie:

NFL Football NBC News

Our House

Family Ties

Movie:

Dangerous Affection"

News

To Be Announced

Rich & Famous

Return ol the Shaggy Dog

Spenser: For Hire

Dolly

Buck James

Sisk/Ebert

Runaway

2 Dads

"Mane*

11:30 1 12:00

News

Raccoons

Wonderworks

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Oanger UXB

Only 1 Earth Art Beat

Trains

Cousleau Odyssey

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Upstairs. Downstairs

Only 1 Earth Prayers

Sign-Off

Throb

Sea Hunt

21 Jump Street

Werewolf

Children

T Ullman

Duet

Star Trek: Nexl Gener

GLOW

Avengers

Children

T Ullman

Duel

9 to 5

Washingtn

Movie: "Jumpm Jack Flash'

Marie

Contd

MONDAY EVENING
NOVEMBER 2, 1987
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
CBS News

News
Newsday Com d

Juno Awards

News

Fortune

CBS News

Runaway

Movie

Movie:

8:30

Mona Lisa

9:00

PM

Movie: "Echoes in the Darkness

Jeopardy'

Movie: "Echoes in the Darkness"

9:30

10:00

1915

10:30
Journal

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Facts ol Life

ALF

&>

H Square

ABC News

Newlywed

Dating

MacGyver

NFL Football New York Gianls al Dallas Cowboys

m

Literacy

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

First Eden

Oil

Val s Family

MacNeil/Lehrer

Wonderful World of Disney WGTE Election Primer

Happenin

Gimme Br

Get Smart

Did. Strokes Facts ol Life Family Ties

ESPN SportsLook

Surfer Mag

Oxford Blues Contd

HE

SportsCtr
Movie:

Movie: "Oh God! You Devil

Gunsmoke

M-A'S'H

Movie: "Cat People

NFL

NFL Monday NFL Monday Triathlon

DIFFERENCE

Alive

In Defense of Freedom

B Buddies

Code Name Emerald

Try g Times

Movie:' Ziegleld Follies
News
Surfing

THE
ELKS CLUB
■U

Open to tho public "^r^ {*"
Daily for Lunch
Monday - Friday. 11-1:30

Great Lunch Specials

352-2149
Free Parking

2<K) Campbell i liii i<<t. Bowling <ireen

700 Club

NFL Prime Time

American Justice

11:00

12:00

11:30

12:30

Koujk

News

Taxi

News Final

Nighl al the Races

News

Movie: "Mrs. R's Daughter"

News

Best ol Carson
News

Rumpole

Letterman
Love Con

Ohio

Nature

D Shadow

Business

Twil Zone

Lale Show

Bad Co

3 s Co

Fall Guy

Comedy

Movie:

Emm anueile 4

SportsCtr

Swimsuit 87

Movie: "The Spy Who Came in From the Cold

Sign-Otl

Kenneth Copeland

SportsCenter Sunday

Trapper

The Doctor Is In

Lawrence Walk

Sunday Showcase. Pro Figure Skating Stars on Ice

12:30
T Randall

Bogie"

V Garden

TMC Movie

TMC

|MOV«

60 Minutes

NFL Theatre Great Ones

03
SD

PGA GolfNabisco Championships ol Got! Final Round

NFL Football: Tampa vs

Venture

Charles

Rich S Famous

Thunder Alley

10:00

9:30

Monkees

Goin' South'

Auto Racing Formula One Grand Pru of Japan

8:30

Murder. She Wrote

Star Trek

Movie;

(Movie: "Broken Promise"

Werewoll

£0

Star Search

Success

Wash Week

NFL Prime Time

o

Consumer

Rivals ol Sherlock Holmes

Star Trek

5:30
Edison

CFL Football: Toronto at Winnipeg: Toronto at Winnipeg

Movie: "The Gunftghters"

B Comber

5:00

4:30

Great Performances

21 Jump Street

CD
CD

Spirit Bay

4:00

1 NFL Football: 49ers al Rams

Wash Week Wall St Wk

ESPN Drag Racing NHRA

O

3:30

NFL Football Browns al Chargers

SportsCenter Sunday: NFL Ladies Pro Bowlers Tour: Hammer

Jumpm Jack Flash''

3:00

NFL Football
Sybervismn

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
60 Minutes
Q NFL Football

CD
8D

2:30

Your Wealth Bits. Bytes

New York City Marathon Cont'd

CD

2:00

Geographic

CD
W
CD

O
CD
CD
®
CD

1:30

NFL Football Washington Redskins al Buffalo Bills

NFL Today

Sign-Off

NFL Theatre: Great Ones
My Beautiful

16

Friday M.gMlnt/Oct 30. 1987

TUESDAY EVENING
NOVEMBER 3,1987
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

O

o
ID
CD
®

m

News

Venture

Way We Are tilth estate

Market

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Jake and the Fatman

Law & Harry McGraw

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Facts ol Life Matlock

J.J Starbuck

H Square

ABC News

Newlywed

Dating

French

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer
Justin Morgan
Gimme 8r.

SD

Dill Strokes

ESPN SportsLook

©

To Be Announced

Crime Story

Nrv.s

Tonight Show

Moonlighting

Thirtysomelhing

News

Nightlme

Nova

Ring ol Truth

Story ol English

Forum

Tent Books on Tnal

Nova

Ring ol Truth

Try g Times

Grow Pains

Movie:

NBA loaa,

NHL Hockey: Philadelphia Flyers al Pittsburgh Penguins

6:00

6:30

News

Movie

CD
CD
©
©
ED

Movie "Ferris Bueller s Da

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

PM

Oldest Rookie

Magnum. PI

Business
Late Show

Hmooner

3sCu

F

Tractor Pull

PGA Tour

SportsCtr

on

The Gambler

all Guy

Comedy
Cycling: U.S./U.S.S.R.

Movie "The President's Analyst'

Nature ol Things

Street Legal

Oldest Rookie

Magnum. P1.

9:30

10:00

10:30

Equalizer

11:00

11:30

News

Taxi

News Final

Movie

Dateline

Shuster

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Equalizer

News

Night Heal

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Facts of Life Highway to Heaven

Year in the Life

St Elsewhere

News

Tonight Show

H Square

ABC News

Newlywed

Dating

P Strangers Head Class

Hooperman

Dynasty

News

Nightlme

Literacy

Business

Art Beat

Ring ol Truth

D Shadow

Business

Twil. Zone

Late Show

3 s Co

Fall Guy

Journal

S. Maxwell

MacNeil/Lehrer

Discover

Moyers The Secret Government

M

MacNeil/Lehrer

Justin Morgan

Discover

Moyers The Secret Government

M Russell

Happenin

Gel Smart

Gimme Br.

Dill Strokes

B. Buddies

Movie

Apocalypse Now

Facts ol Life Family Ties

M-A-S-H

Movie

A Nightmare on Elm Street"

PGA Tour

Sports

Billiards

Com d

Movie: "The Hideaways

Body Building Mr. Olympia Competition

Movie. " night. Mother

8:30

9:00

9:30

Ontario

On Camera

Moments in Time

Tommy Hunter

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Tour of Duly

Wiseguy

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Fads of Life Cosoy Show Different

H Square

ABC News

Newlywed

Dating

French

Business

Comedy

SportsCtr

Sports

Magic Years

11:00

11:30

News

Taxi

News Final

Movie

Knots Landing

News

Nigm Heat

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

News

Nightlme

Love Con

Blue Knight

Letterman

Mystery1

Upstairs. Downstairs

Time Out

Try g Times

Prayers

Adams Chronicles

Mystery1

D Shadow

Business

Sign-Off

Twil. Zone

Late Show

"Scorchy

3'sCo

Tall Guy

Comedy

NFL

SportsCtr

Diff Strokes Facts ol Life Family Ties

A View to a Kill

12:30

12:00
Kojak

Wild Amer

ED

SportsCtr

Han Caulder

Trains

G Break

Horse Mag

Sign-Off

Wild Am

Happenin

Movie

SJ Raphael

Movie

m

ESPN SportsLook

10:30
Journal

Bev Bunt;

Cheers

Letterman
Love Con

Si Hammer

Wonderful World of Disney This Old

Get Smart

10:00
Knots Landing

Newsday Com d

Take the Money and Run

Movie ' Tnck or Treat"

Wiseguy

News

MacNe 1 Lentei

Hmooner

News

Air Show

Russell

12:30

12:00
Ko.ak

CBS News

Turtle Diary

S.J Raphael

Sign-Off

Newsday Com d

SportsCtr

Letterman
Love Con

News

MacNeil/Lehrer

TMC

News

Pee-wee s Big Adventure

D Shadow
Twil. Zone

F Towers

Breathless

Re-Animator

THURSDAY EVENING
NOVEMBER 5, 1987
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
7:30
PM Mag
O News
CBS News
Tour ol Duly

o

Journal

Koiak

NOVEMBER 4, 1987

7:00
CBS News

ESPN SportsLook
TMC

Movie:' The Stranger Within"

News

Man Alive

tvTA'S'H

Movie

12:30

News Final

Houston Knights

Fads ol Life Family Ties

Story ot Teen-age Alcoholic

11:30 1 12:00
Taxi

Boss

Law & Harry McGraw

Jake and the Fatman

Gunsmoke

SporlsClr

11:00
News

Houston Knights

B Buddies

WEDNESDAY EVENING

m

10:30

CBS News

Gel Smart

©
©

10:00

News

MacNeil/Lehrer

CD
CD
©

9:30

Newsday Cont'd

Happemn

o
o

9:00

PM

CD
CD

TMC

8:30

CBS News

B. Buddies

Gunsmoke

Mash

Movie "Fright Ntght

SpeedWeek

College Football: Eastern Michigan al Toledo

Far from the Madding Crowd

Get the good
look you want at...

Movie

Code ol Silence
NeftS

Movie:

On The Edge

H mooner

Walerskung
When Nature Calls

|Movie: "She's Gotta Have It"

FALCON HOUSE
Sporting Goods

P

^ ' 4jliiuirrli

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters tn BG"

$5.00 OFF
ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES OVER $30
SALE Items and other discounts excluded

HAIRWAYS
HAIR STYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Ofjen Tues - Sal
Appointments prelerred out not necessary
6 FULL-TIME STYLISTS TO SERVE YOU
Sherry Donna - Bev - Pomona ■ Judy - Uonn

Greenwood Centre
(across from stadium)

Halloween & Secret
Pumpkin Gifts:
Balloons, Planters
Arrangements & Mugs
428 E. Wooster

353-1045

WITH THIS COUPON Exp. 11/13/87
Athletic Shoes ' Apparel ' Sweats ' Swlmwear '
School Jackets ' T-Shlrt Printing " Sports Equipment

123 S. Main St Downtown B.G.3S2-3610

♦

Wf'vt Moved ' New Location • Acroaa from Hunttngton Bank
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